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Enrollment ·' lid'
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Legislator disagrees with Dixy
BY DAVID ADAMS

Central might be facing budget
alterations because of Governor
•Dixy Lee Ray's decision not to call
a special legislative session. The
majority of those alterations will
have to be made in the capital
~ projects budget.
"This is one example ·of how tne
state government effects students
_.all over the state," said Sid
Morrison, Republican State Senator from Zillah. He was invited by
the Home Economics Club to
•speak on the , effect of the
Legislature on students, last
Wednesday. Morrison said tb~re
are other equally important issues
~the Legislature decides on which
effect Washington's colleges and
universities.
Morrison said there has been
•minimal talk in the legislature
about closing a college, and he
wasn't sure which one .it could be.
He did say however, that
~Evergreen State College is under
constant pressure from conservative legislators who disagree with
their methods of teaching. "They
··would like to make it into a
department of Ecology," he said.
Gover.nor Dixy Lee Ray was a
little more definite about the
-'problems of over-expenditures and.
under-enrollment in a Seattle
Time's ihterview last week.
Ray said that closures are
definitely a "part of the whole
evaluation process." She refrained

from any comment whatsoever
about Evergreen College because,
"I learned very, very early that if I
make any sort of comment, I get
charged with playing politics," she
said.
Enrollment "Lids" .are also a
possibility on some campuses, said
- Governor Ray. She added that the
University of Washington is the
most likely candidate.
But
Morrison disagreed with Ray, by
saying that tuition rates and
ceilings on enrollment is a good
idea, but not terribly practical.
Instead, Morrison said that a "kick
back" of more money by the State
is what's needed to keep the
colleges going.
"The University of Washington
is running ahead of their enrollment, while Central is behind and
that is causing problems," Morrison said.
He said he hoped_
something can be done without
limiting enrollment. One idea he
expressed, was for community
colleges to take students for the
first two years and have the
four-year institutions teach the
last two and graduate work . .
Morrison said, and most Central
administrators agree, that the
main reasons for declined enrollment }tre:
1) A shift from
academics to vocational education
and 2) The declining birth rate.
"Declining enrollment does cause
chaos in many institutions," he
said, "We need to make this place
_(Central) attractive enough to get .

students to' come here for their
specialized field."
Morrison explained that an
institution's tuition is set by its
status and when tuition is in
balance, no one suffers. "It is when
tuition is out of balance that
problems begin.
When one
university's tuition looks lower
compared to another school, then
the enrollment of that university
goes up, and the other school's
enrollment goes down." he said.
- When Central became a university, the tuition hike was a result
of inflation and not because of the,
new status. If a new tuition hike
was to take effect, it would be
based on the university status.
"Curriculum is another example
of how the Legi~lature affects
college students," said Morrison.
Through the Council for Secondary Education, the Legislature
decides what kinds of courses and
degrees an institution will offer.
This can have serious effects on
enrollments, Morrison said. He
cited the elimination of several
doctorial programs at Washington
State University as examples.
When asked if the presidents of
the colleges and universities who
make up the council are qualified
and responsive to student Il(>Pd",
Morrison said, "They may be more
qualified over others, but that
question is up for grabs." He did
say he has argued with "these
people because sometimes I see
them dropping certain classes that
are needed." He said some
agriculture classes which were
dropped at Washington State
University is a good example.
In answering the second part of
the question dealing with the
Council being responsive, Morrison said, "If they aren't, they are
doing a disservice and need to be
replaced. He added that hopefully
they have a grasp of what students
need and want.

·

ENROLLMENT DECLINES-Just one of the many topics covered by State
Senator Sid Morrison during a recent speaking engagement at
Michaelsen Hall.

Curriculum was also a problem
specifically identified by Governor
Ray. She said a large number of
courses are "trivial, not worthwhile and disgraceful to be in a
university curriculum." She said
the University of Washington's
"Sexual Enhancement" course
offered in the continuing education
program is such_ an example.

Whatever Governor Ray's recommendation may be about dropping
college frills at the 27 community
colleges, four four-year institutions and two universities, what
she called the "high professional
competence" will be affected.
Senator Morrison said he's not
sure if Ray is ready to back up her
statements or not.

----------------Brooks states

Students career-oriented;
less personal development
students were pretty well balanc- applied areas away from the
ed iri the_ir outlook and not as sciences and arts."
, career-oriented then as now." He
"The trend is regretable, but
"Today;s student is more inter-cited the fact that students were in understandable," he said. But he
. ested in taking courses that lead
demand more then; jobs were believes firmly in a liberal arts
directly to a career," commented
Dr. James Brooks, Central'-s plentiful and a student didn't have education and feels that students
president. "On a nationwide scale to worry about job competition as should explore many areas before
deciding on specialization.
there has been a tremendous loss much.
."Since that time," he continued,
"I don't see any change coming
of enrollment in arts and human- "students have become more
in the immediate future," he
ities programs."
concerned with their futures. Jobs continued, "From my observations
According to a survey con- are not readily available. Today's of Central's Business Week producted by the Carnegie Council on student is more interested in gram, I've noticed there is much
Policy Studies on Higher Educa- taking courses that lead directly to more inter.est about career plantion, the proportion of under- a career."
The job market ning than before, among high
graduates enrolling in the human- situation is seen as the main school students. Career education
ities and social sciences h3s reason for this shift in attitudes. concepts are now being taught as
d.ropped sharply between 1969.-70
He said that education is a early as first grade in many
and 1975-76.
"practical matter" for students schools. A good many students
Dr. Brooks agreed with this today.
participating in the·Business Week
Most students want a comfort- program are searching for advice.
study · saying that, "during my ·
tenure there's been a similar trend able life with a good income, and it in preparing for the future."
here. During the 1961-70 period. makes is difficult for the universiHe concluded that he had hoped
students were interested primar- ty or college to maintain their
ily in improving themselves as liberal arts and humanities pro- the situation would turn around in
future citizens; not only learning grams. A report from Washington . 1976, but students continue to
how to live, but being concerned State University noted that flock toward career courses,
with personal development as well "analysi~ of course enrollment especially those in the business
as preparing for a career. The reflects a movement toward the area.
BY NANCY WOLFF

One more hour to go
· B.O.C. member Ken Winslow with Sheri Ridenour had been
moving to the music for 23 consecutive hours when this picture
was taken. They were one of the 16 couples that lasted the
remaining 60 minutes at this ·weekend's Muscular Dystrophy
Dance Marathon, at which $4,817 was .raised. (Photo by Bill
Kossen)
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--------------Speedometer or not--------------

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
On March 10-12, Central will host the 1978 Special Olympics.
Special Olympics is for all retarded individuals who have special
athletic abilities and who wish to compete in those activities
during the Speical Olympics.
This year there is expected to be over 500 participants. A
Special Olympics parade will kick off the Olympics on Saturday
morning, and that night there will be a disco for all participants
.
and sponsors, to be held in the S. U.B.
Of the different categories for competition, track and field
events, volleyball, gymnasties and swimming are featured.
Central's pool, gym and the track and field will be used on that
day.
.
·
On Saturday, March 11, activities begin at 10 a.m. Admission is
Free.

CENTRAL c'oNTRACT MET
Central has met the credit hours projected, in a contract with
the State Legislature. This is for Winter Quarter, and Registrar
Lou Bovos said, we will have no trouble in meeting the contract for
Spring.
.
Although enrollment went down this quarter, according to
Bovos, next year's enrollment should go up, because of the
program for retention and recruitment.

TEXTBOOKS EXCHANGE
A book exchange, sponsored by the R.H.C., will be held on
March 15 and 16from1to5 p.m. in the Taneum Room in the S.U.B.
Students who have books they wish to sell should bring them to
the S.U.B. Information Booth with their name, student number,
the asking price for the book and a 25 cent fee. This service will
give students the opportunity to get more money back for their
used books and to buy used books at a slightly cheaper price. All
books not sold will be sold to the bookstore on March 17. Students
will then be able to pick up their money in the S.U.B. during the
first week of Spring Quarter.
Warning signs remain: The 5 m.p.h. speed limit Is still In effect for
bicyclers on campus malls. Violators will receive tickets.

SOCIOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
BAKKE: END OF "CIVIL RIGHTS" STRUGGLE?
The Bakke vs. University of California case, currently on the
U.S. Supreme Court docket·, will be the topic of today's Sociology
Colloquium. Dr. Russel Hansen, chairman of the Department of
Sociology, will discuss the political and social implications of the
Bakke case in INSB. 401, March 2, at 3 p.m.
Professor Hansen's fields of specialization during_ graduate
· training at Washington State University were political sociology
a.nd social stratification. During the last three years he has
jeveloped a special interest in the sociology of law and is. currently
working on a law degree on a part-time basis at the University of
[daho.
Bakke vs. University of California {School of Medicine at Davis)
is the most important legal case affecting race relations to come
along since Brown vs. Board of Education, decided by the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1954. The Bakke case will profoundly affect
entrance of non-whites into various professions and occupations in
the United States.
The colloquium presentation will trace legal precedents
underlying the issues of the Bakke case and examine sociological
data bearing on . the case. Finally, Dr. Hansen will make a
prediction regarding the outcome of the ease.

DANCE COLLECTIVE BENEFIT
Tonight, {Thursday) at 6 p.m., the Danee Collective will combine
talents with an improvisational drama group, some outstanding
local musicians, and a lasagna diliner1 to fur~ish an evening of
myriad delights. Cost of admission will be $3.50 in advance and
tickets are currently available at the Four Winds Bookstore or at
the Outrageous Taco. Tickets will be sold at the door if available.
Events will transpire at the Legion Hall on top of Craig's Hill {top
of the town).
The evening will begin with dinner between 6 and 7 p.m.,
consisting of lasagna, s~lad, bread, tea and dessert. Drinks will be
available in the cocktail lounge.
After dinner, the Dance Collective will perform dances
collectively choreographed by the group, and a ·drama group will
improvise a skit.
Musicians Steve Fisk (synthesizer) and Sam Albright (guitar,
bass, and original instruments) will be doing some original
compositions, and at 9:30 there will be dancing to music by Melanie
and Dennis Humfleet, Keith Olive and Bob Bayles.
All profits will go to further Dance Collective Activities. The
Dance Collective is a non-profit educational institution whose goals
are to further awareness of dance and the performing arts in the
community and expand their range of performing skills. This
quarter they are teaching conditioning- and modern dance classes.
For more information, call Christi Brown (925-4892.).

POOL TOURNAMENT
Greg Eligian and Rita Impola won the men's and women's
divisions of the Leisure Services pool tournament Friday. The
· contest was held February 21-24 during the noon hour.
Eligian was able to beat Jack White when the pool pro visited
Central last fall. Randy Kimbler finished second and Homer
Ramirez took third. Sally Reslock finished second in the women's
division.
First place winners received a trophy and 15 hours of free pool,
second place winners received 10 hours of free pool, and third
place received five hours of free pool.

system in the campus police cars that he and the other officers were
or hand-held systems will be used _not really trying to give out a
to determine the speed of a bunch of tickets, but if that is
bicycle._ According to Chief what he has to do to keep the malls
Brickley, bicyclists ean judge their safe for the pedestrians, he'll do it.
speed by the pedestrians, as 5 , "We're not out to punish anyone,,.
m.p.b. is just slightly' faster than a said Brickley, "just save an
brisk w.alking pace.
endangered species-the pedesChief Brickley also commented . trians."

'County Jail passes .' -ACLU
The local chapter of . the
American Civil Liberties Union
inspected the Kittitas County Jail
last Janua~:v 12. .Chis is an an~ual
task for the A.C.L.U.
The A.C.L.U. found the jail
"bleak" but comfortable.
The
prisoners are kept busy with some
old and tattered books on loan
. from the city library; some
non-lethal games; occasional calisthenics by C.W.U. P.E. majors;
and jail trustees have access to a
color television. Prisoners are
provided with shower facilities
and three meals daily with an
additional juice and coffee snack at
night.
Jail cells are sparse since
inmates are _not allowed to.
decorate them. Jail rules are
print~d in English with Spanish
speaking prisoners cared for by
and U oder Sheriff. Women and
juveniles over the age of sixteen
years are separated from the men.

Juveniles under 16 are kept in the the system has two major flaws;
community, and persons witii first that the jailor is dependent
mentaf-problems ·are sent · to a upon the trustees to alert him to a
mental ward in Yakima.
The fire, and second that once the
padded cell in the jail is currently prisoners are out in the street,
not in use.
persons needed to guard them
The jail employs a "trustee" would be kept from fighting the
program for male prisoners fire and that in the confusion some
incarcerated for lesser crimes who prisoners could easily escape.
The A.C.L. U. compared the
display a sense of cooperation and
gain the Sheriffs trust. Trustees situation to instances of jail fires at
have separate quarters and have oth-er institutions. In Maury
free run of the jail facilities. They .County, Columbian, Tennessee, a
are expected to care for the ·other padded cell caught fire, and in the
prisoners'
needs.
panic, the jailor dropped his keys
Female prisoners are not allow- and could not find them in the
ed to be trustees because Sheriff rush. Forty-two prisoners died in
Barret is wary of any problems that fire. The .D anbury Connectithat might occur from their cut Federal institution caught fire
mingling with the men.
with smoke and chemical fumes
· The A.C.L.U. complained pri- killing five and seriously injuring
marily about the jail's lack of a fire 68 other inmates when a locked
escape. Currently, the sole me.ans cell block cut off their escape
of escaping a fire is for the jailor to route.
release the prisoners individually
The A.C.L.U. has sent a copy of
and guide them out the front door their report to the Kittitas County
into the street. The A.C.L.U. felt Commissioners.

American Academy of Dramatic Arts
New York and California
Si'"lce 1884 the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
has enjoyed an unparalleled reputation in
the training of professional acfors.

Mr. Bryn Morgan,
Associate Director of the Academy

will be conducting
Auditions and Interviews
in Seattle
Marcil 3·5
The Academy offers a six-week Summer Course
beginning July 3, 1978 and a two-year Major Day
School beginning October 2, 1978.

CALL NOW FOR APPOINTMENT:

. (206) 682·5292

'J
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·Class 1nake~ new 1naps of county
I

BY BILL KOSSEN

I

The Ellensburg area has experienced a population boom of sorts
over the past 20 years and no one
knows this better than the
students in the advanced cartography (map-making) course here
at Central.
Offered by the Geography and
Land Studies department, with
Dr. John Ressler instructing, this
quarter's advanced -cartography
class is involved in a unique
project. They are making new
maps of the Kittitas County Rural
Fire and Ambulance Districts, to
be used by their dispatchers for
times of emergency.
Each of the seven students in
the cla$.S are in the process of
putting on their. three maps every
house, barn, freeway, country and
highway road, stream and pond in
the area. The latest information
the students have to w.o rk with are
1958 maps put , out by the U.S.
Geological Survey. ·rhus, it is
necessary for each student to
"field check" each of the four by
six mile blocks that are being
mapped.
Field checking is probably the
best part of the course. This is the
time the students go out in cars
driving up and down every road in
• APPRENTICE MAP-MAKER-Bill Putnam, student in the Advanced their section, adding any new
Cartography class, is learning what it takes to become a professional. structures, water sources and

· Lack of space, but still going
BY ROB LINDMAN
~

"Drama students have done a
heck of a job.in the space they've
got. They're operating out of
• Edison Hall, Threepenny Playhouse, and MeConnell Auditorium,
and none of these places is really
adequate. If we gave them an
•outhouse to have plays in, they'd
probably do a wonderful job," said
Duane Skeen, space analyst of
Central Washington University.
• Upgrading McConnell Auditorium·
is the first priority in the
long-range plan for capital improvements, for use mainly by the
~ drama department.
·" For many years, colleges' and
universities' main concern was

having enough space to accommodate their students, but now
that Central's enrollment has been
declining since 1971, the main
concern is to keep the .present
buildings safe and structurally
sound and to improve their
efficiency," stated Skeen.
~ Working with William Ross of
Facilities .Planning and Construction, Skeen analyzes Centrals'
buildings and departments to find
how building space can be better
utilized, what buildings need to be
remodeled, what departments
ne.ed more space and which
buildings have become obsolete.
"New construction may be a
thing of the past, with one or two
exceptions, like the P .E. dE'.part-

ment," Skeen remarked.
"We have the least amount ot
space in ·physical education . compared to any major university in
the state, yet Central is very
well-known for their excellence in
training physical education teachers throughout the state. A few
years ago, Central granted the
most degrees in physical education
than any other University in
Washington, U.W. included,"
Skeen announced.
The long-range plan of capital
funds for improvements has asked
for funds from the legislature to
add an additional 33,000 square
feet of useable space to Nicholson
Pavilion. This would consist of a
[Cont. on Page 8]

roads while deleting any that have .
disappeared. This can be an
enlightening experience.
"The Ellensburg area has grown
a lot more than I ever imagined,"
said an Ellensburg area native,
Carrie Gordon.
Her job, alon~ with other
students, is to take that information and plot it on a piece of high
quality tracing paper on which the
base data (from the 1958 maps)
.has been placed.
A sheet of
red-coated plastic is then placed
over the traced information and
the "scribing" begins. Scribers are.
curious lit.t ie tools, somewhat
resembling a miniature hydroplane on three legs. The front leg
is where the cutter is and the two
rear legs provide stability and
support.
Scribing involves, simply, the
removal of the red coating from
the sheet of clear plastic leaving a
transparent surface. ·Once the,
sheet is scribed it resembles the
traced copy and is photographed.
The resulting print then resembles
a map. Touch-up work and the
adding of secondary information is
done on this sheet before the final
copy is made.
JThis somewhat tedious process,
which takes place in the carto~~phy lab at the west end of
Shaw-Smyser Hall ean lead to
some humorous mistakes.
"Oh, no! I just put the town
ditch through someone's living
room," one student cried.
These little goofs can be easily
corrected, though, but does delay
the finishing of the final product
somewhat. That just extends the
good ,times however.
- "This-ls great experience and a
heck of a lot of fun. It teaches one

patience," stated second-quarter
cartographer Bill Putnam.
Dr. Ressler is equally entnusea
about the making of maps and the
future of this time-honored profession.
"It's exciting. We're right on the
verge of expanding our cartography offerings," Ressler said, while
adding, "There is an increasing
demand for maps in all sectors of
society.
"Here at the University, we will
soon have capabilities for computerized cartography (involvfog the
use of a high-speed 'plotter}, which
will not replace the cartographer,
but free his time for · compilatiOn
and design."
· Though the days when maps
were artistic masterpieces in
themselves are long gone and
buried, computerization, strangely
.enough, could start a trend back
towards the making of livelier
' maps. One student was so excited
about this possibility, he mentioned that he was planning on
writing an article about the class
for the campus paper.
But don't count on it. He is
probably still in that room right
now working on that map.

Study
•
1n

Mexico

a

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS

QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND Sf.DO FOR YOUR 220-PAGE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE., 206-F
lOS ANGELES, CA. 90025
(213) 477-8474

The Central Office of Inter·
national Programs in cooperation with Eastern and Western Universities and the ln$fi·
tuto Cultural Technochtitlan
presents a Liberal Arts Pro·
gram in Morelia and Mazatlan. Courses in Intensive S..panish, Literature, History, Art
· and more. Spring Quarter
begins April 3. For further
information, call" Peterson
Ha11 202, 963-3612.

,JNVITATION
to
I

'

"How To Evaluate & Choose Loudspeakers,"
a very helpful and informative seminar , by the
· high fidelity manufacturer with the most'
.
consumer-orientf!d attitvde in the industry. ·

HEAR FOR YOURSELF an ungimmicked playoff
among the .five hottest_ selling popularly priced
speakers in the nation.
LEARN what to listen for when judging quality,
and HOW NOT TO BE TRICKED into buying
a poor speaker.
NOT A SALES PITCH! The skill you acquire
will be of value whenever and wherever you
shop.
WHY ARE WE DOING THIS? So 'that you will
buy wisely and be happy. If you know ho,w
to listen, our speakers will take care of
themselves.
ONE DAY ONLY: Friday, March 3, at S:SJO

2

~;~· 74 p.m.

~ TEREDCRIFT

408 N. Pearl 962-2830
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Editorial Page
G.O. Hansen

Scott Mueggler

Don't .lift housing rule

•

Off-campus living has for a long
time been the dream of thousands
of dorm-confined students here at
Central. The dream burns as
bright as ever and for some
students their day of freedom may
be near. Rumors have it that
President Brooks, in a final act of
majesty, will issue an "emancipation proclamation" for the sophomore class.
Anyone living off campus at this
time should be forewarned. Since
competition for off-campus living
units has previously been fierce,
this sudden influx of additional
competitors will certainly intensify the situation. Look for increases
in rent, less (if it's possible in some
cases) responsive landlords, and a
paucity of first-, second-, and even
third-class living units.
To oppose such an obviously
egalitarian move on the part of the
university is undoubtedly in~f
fective and unpopular-especially
among sophomores. But for those
already living off-cam_pus (many
because of economic reasons) the
proclamation can only mean
trouble.

-covered with insta-lawn and
Rainbird sprinkler systems (fully
automatic of course).
I have
nothing ag~!!tst green but the

Liz Lane

Needs not met

Scheduling Screw-up
Who~ver

was responsible for
the scheduling of intramural
basketball games didn't do his
homework. Several games had to
be cancelled ·because of conflicting
ev en ts.
These events were
scheduled prior to the beginning of
the quarter and should have been
considered before the intramural
schedules were promulgated. It
was a constant irritation for those
involved in the program.

Library Parking

Is the scarcity of parking space
at the library an indication of its
role here at Central? It would
seem that since the library is
ostensibly the "heart" of any
university, its importance would
necessitate the largest of parking
facilities. But what we get instead
is a scant few spaces that are
normally filled by early evening.
I suppose that the surrounding
rock-strewn turf will someday be

Ever since Central admini· strators and others began to
acknowledge the fact that enrollment decrease is at its critical
stage, groups like the recently
formed Recruitment and Retention committee and others were
forced to take a serious and
analytical look at the situation.
The various minority groups on
campus have also taken a closer
look at the decrease in Central's
enrollment as they watch their
numbers ·slowly dwindle to mere
handfulls.
Various reasons have been
given for the apparent lack of
minority enrollment and retention
here at Central.
Many students cite the cultural
isolation that minorities face when
they arrive in this community, as
a primary problem. Often these
students are subjected to verbal
and sometimes physical abuse
because of their color . and
particular style of living.
This particular type of isolation
is especially felt when the material
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needs of these students are not
met. For example, minority
students are often forced to go out
of town to buy the types of foods
they are accustomed to eating.
Items like shampoo, hair grease
and particular types of clothing
used specially by minorities are
nowhere to be found in the local
community or campus bookstore,
as local merchants are reluctant to
stock them.
Social ostracization is also an
overwhelming problem especially
in the form of entertainment. The
minority student is often forced to
"make his/her own fun" in an area·
where recreation of any kind is
limited.
Other problems like academic
and financial troubles can also be
cited, but the real crux of the
matter is whether or not these
problems will ever be dealt with.
It seems obviousthat the
administration regards these serious problems which minorities
face here at Central as not being
very serious at all.
The administration is harboring
the illusion that they have done all
they Possibly could to meet these
minority needs, citing the formation of the Ethnic Studies and the
Educational Opportunity Program
Office as fruits of the valiant
efforts to meet minority students'
needs.
Of course, the administration
fails to take into consideration that
the E.O.P. is understaffed and
cannot possibly meet every minority studefit's needs, while the
Ethnic Studies department is
slowly going downhill.
It is not enough to bring the
minority students here unless
there is ~ssurance that their
particular need will be met. .
Even though the various ethnic
organizations are doing what they
can to bring other minorities in,
their efforts will be futile unless
total cooperation and commitment
from the administration is given.
Working together with these
organizations (like the recent
program with M.E.C.H.A.) to
recruit minorities is a project
that the .Recruitment and Retention Committee should be actively
pursuing.
Hopefully, they will learn from
the mistakes of the present
do-nothing, non-committal admini-

Central porkhmrel
The dorms also are infiltrated
Why become active in student
politics? Students who involve by past and _current student
themselves often complain about officers. Were it not for the.
lost class time and poor compensa- non-affiliated employees of these
tion. Any extracurricular activity operations, I'd venture to say the
has its drawbacks, with grades "pork barrel" system was operatand free time being the first to ing.
Student government particisuffer, since few can devote the
amount of time necessary to do a pants can document their expericompetent job in student govern- ences on a job resume. Employers
are amazed at the amount <J 1•
ment without sacrifice.
Even so, the benefits can be meaningful and significant work
enticing. Along with leadership that some individuals. do while
·
and other abilities learned or earning top grades.
Last but not least, the averag_,
polished by such work, the jobs
offer unique "nuts and bolts" student government participant
experiences in entertainment and learns team work. He learns to .
politics. Sometimes student offi- follow the leader and like it. An
ability necessary to anyone star\)
cers are pai~ for their services.
Student members of the Board ing out in an organization, but only
of Control at Central earn $60 per a few are able to advance beyond
month, in addition to any income this "sheep stage" and learn from
derived from odd jobs they get by it. The real leaders surface at tht!
associating with campus admini- head of the flock.
. They profit most from their
strators.
Student government
expedence
in government. Other
personnel typically have first
crack at job openings because of · quasi-benefits from participation
their proximity to these employ- in government include the ability
to debate and compromise. These
ers.
attributes are always helpful
Of significant note is the S.U.B.
Some even get active in student
The S.U.B. has, in the past, been government~just for kicks. If you
notorious for hiring B.O.C. mem- can handle it, check out the
bers for the night and weekend upcoming elections or drop int
managerial staff.
the A.S.C. office.

KenMuns~ll

Thin ties back
Everybody wants to go to
answers to those questions. All
school these days so they can go answered them differently.
Many dropped out of societyout into the world, find a job and
buy a nice middle class house in rejecting its values.
Some
the suburbs.
believed so strongly that the
This is not all that unusual since moved to Canada.
Others
gaining class status has been the accepted the basic principle of the
American tradition at least since government sending them to war;
the trauma of the Depression in but had to question U.S. values to
the 1930's. Everyone wants the reach their decision.
security of a 40-hou:r-a-week job.
.The burst ·of social and intelToday, in 1978, few people lectual activity that characterizes
question the ideals expressed in the '60's, resulted from th~~
middle class values. The last time questioning and search for ansit happened was during the wers.
All aspects of the
troubles associated with the counter-culture, ranging from the
Vietnam War in the late '60's and popularity of religious cults to tb
early '70's. The questioners were "back to nature" movement, can
the college students.
be traced to the soul-searching
What caused the abortion and that resulted from the Vietnam
the questioning of traditional War.
American values of consumption
Today's students do not have
and the split-level home in the this kind of catalyst to force them
suburbs? The simple answer is the - into questioning society and their
War.
future plans. In a way, this 'l'S
Almost all college students had
unfortunate.
the draft hangin"g over their heads.
While hopefully, there wiH
That also included the women,
be another experience like ·the
since many of their loved ones Vietnam War, the country neeus
were tabbed for service in the something to spark young people
'Army. The draft forced young to question society. They are not
•people to cope with problems in doing that now. Instead, most are
American society. Each .person eag_erly awaiting their ·chance 1..0
had to make a quality decision sit in a desk on the 12th floor of the
about the country's values.
nearest conglomerate.
When I lived in Moore Hall in
Students today are conserv~1971, we all dreaded the day of the
tive, conformist and _waiting to rm
draft lottery because about 90 a slot without complaining. This is
percent of the re~idents would be a major reason practical subjects
affected. When the numq~rs were
such as business and compu r
drawn, we found out which of us
prog-ramming have such a high
would go to war and which would
interest today. Few are ready to
be exempt. Then we all got drunk
strike out on their own to develop
and tried to forget for a night.
an alternative lifestyle and
t
That experience made all of us
follow the crowd.
think. We had to think about why
The average Central student /
our country was fighting, what
typifies this trend. It is sad to see ( ·
American values put our country
all of us accepting our socio y
into the conflict, and most
(both at the college and in the
importantly, did' our count ry's
rest of the world) unquestioningly,
aims in Vietnam justify killing
just for the prospect of the home in
other people and perhaps getting
the suburbs and the hour comma .,e
killed?
to the office. The gray flannel suit. I
All of us in Moore, as well as in
and the thin tie of the 1950's are

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s-t-r-at~i_o_n_·~~~~~~~~~~~~t_h_e_r_e-st_o_f_t_h_e_c_o_u_n~t~r-y_,h_a_d~to~n-·n_d~-'-m_a_k_i_n_g_a~s-tr-ong comeback.
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Letters to the Editor
and literature, have got to love
talking about language and literature and must have enough time
to talk about language and
literatµ_re. The erstwhile superinBUTCH BAILEY #36982
BOX N0.1000
tendent in Professor Potter forces
him to the untenable position of
ag~ee1nents STEILACOOM, wA., 98388
<leafing· with abstractions like
"more humanized", than with the
DEAR EDITOR:
concrete (and the real) involved in
teaching young people about their
G.O. Hansen's column from the
language.
January 19, issue of the CAMPUS
In my Central Tod-.y article I.
CRIER entitled "State Tuition
said, "To be a good writer, on~
Muddle" has come to my attention.
probably has to be a good reader, ·
·I would like to correct a couple of
and to be a good reader one should
misconceptions and offer a suggesengage, at least while he is in
tion.
school, in the life of ideas."
It was my amendment to the
I firmly believe in this, and I firmly
tuition bill which established
believe that a democratic soCiety
limited reciprocity (undergradu- DEAR EDITOR:
that does not foster the life of
ate) between students from
Washington and British Columbia.
As Chairman of the Department ideas may find its citizens'
However, the labeling and
of all are the feelings of the
·
. This was done, not because of English, I would be remiss if I autonomy 1n peril:
name-calling of his peers regardstudents themselves.
Joan
Didion,
.an
American
Western Washington University did not offer some sort of reply to
Here at the Center we work ing the parking situation seemed
relies on "Canadians to fill its Professor Potter's tirade in last novelist and essayist with great
closely with hundreds of students to make it a personal vendetta
insights
into
our
culture',
says
in
.
classrooms." btit rather to dis- week's issue of the CAMPUS
each quarter, students who are which is regrettable and invites
courage British Columbia from CRIER. Professor Potter brings one of her essays, "... I am still
here either voluntarily or not-so- enlightenment. Many are the
committed
to
mastery
of
the
creating an out-of-province tiiitfon, up an old schism-content versus
voluntarily. And what I find .most records of handicapped people
as several other provinces have· method-that probably cannot be language .. .''. I think that I speak
disturbing is not their comma .whose understanding of others has
done recently. Such a tuition welded, ·e~pecia~ly if he remains so for ·most of my colleagues in
splices and misspellings and made them an inspiration to others
increase in British Columbia would downright obtuse about what we English, the Arts- and Sciences,
sentence fragments. Not at all. and leaders of men. I truly hope
have had a very adverse economic in the English department are and even in Education, when i
What is most disturbing is the that Mr. Wheeler can develop such
state categorically that Joan
impact on an estimated ·500 or about.
feeling so widespread among the an attitude.
Professor Potter contends that Didion is right. The "common
more Washington State students
The short-sighted assumption is
students themselves that they are
in British Columbia universities.
"Common school classrooms have school classrooms" need change
inarticulate, that their native that a handicap must necessarily
If t~ey - do differentiate their become more humanized in recent and reform, not necessarily a
fanguage is someth_ing beyond be of an ambulatory nature or
tuition to Washington residents at years and have emphasized apti- return to the "back-to-the-basics
them, even alien to, them. To have readily discernible to be so
_some future time, the Washington tudes, values and social behavior movement"; a return to teaching
been taught to be alienated from classified. So, in the interest of
law and reciprocity is auto- to be better huma-n beings, not ~ subjects with the authority of
your own language is a serious enlarging our vision I point out
matically revoked. That is the ' just 'achievers.' The schools are knowledge. For in the end, thing.
that there are at least three of us
meaning of reciprocity, and I also trying to teach students to whatever human qualities our
Dr. Potter is right to point out on campus who suffer painful skin
emphasize that it came about appreciate and respect cultures children develop will come the recent humanizing of Ameri- reactions upon exposure to the
because British Columbia offered other than their own and to through knowledge and later can education. I share his apparent elements-strange, but all too
their favors first. It is hardly a perceive themselves in a more through experience, vicarious and
fear that the so-called "back to true. This means we must adjust
·
paradox that we should then have positive light. How many credits actual.
basics" movement may become no our activities and cope with this
And a final point concerning the
reciprocated.
can we squeeze out of 180 to deal
more than an excuse for reaction- limitation just as Mr: Wheeler
supercilious story that Professor
I am hopeful that a broader with these measures?
aries to undo the good work that must do with his. For us, it also
reciprocity will be legislated soon
Potter attributes to a "noted
has been done towards humanizing means parking as close to our
with any and all states ·which
It seems that Professor Potter speaker" about how English
the way we treat people in our destination as possible-thus the
would give in-state tuition to. would Impose a certain value teachers are so dull, so boring that schools and the way we teach them handicapped stickers on our cars.
• Washington residents. Some . system and social behavior upon if they were to lecture on sex, they to treat themselves. In that
I trust these comments will
·efforts are being made, especially the high school student, and it may would kill the urge: I can only tell direction we have made great contribute to a better understandwith neigh boring Oregon and well be, I just cannot attest to it Professor Potter to '.'look home- gains, and we do not want to let ing of the problems some face just
Idaho, but it's going to take a lot of personally, that high school ward, angel."
anyone take them away from us. in the daily routine and, please,
citizen understanding and effort if teachers after a year's work of
But it does no good to plead a take us out of the "degenerate,
ANTHONY
CANEDO,
the Legislature is going to be methodology, do, indeed, teach
warm humanistic soul to justify a unfeeling, abusive" category in
CHAIRMAN,
moved in this direction.
their students a given value
failure of discipline.
which Mr. Wheeler so hastily
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
My suggestion is that the public system, a given norm of social
It is a questionable humanity placed us. ·
. opinion makers and the media behavior. Good! But, which?
. that remains content with stuwould do a good service by When our high school teachers
dents who are less articulate, and E.ACKLER
promoting this very worthwhile emphasize values: What values?
thus less strong than they can be,
~ and educationally sound notion.
Professor Potter's? When our
in their grasp of their reality and
high school teachers emphasize ·
of their own role in that reality.
social behavior: what kind of
H.A. "BARNEY" GOLTZ,
What we must do is find some way
social
behavior?
Professor
STATE SENATOR,
to maintain those · hard-won huPotter's? And assuming that the
BELLINGHAM
manistic improvements while we
•
"right" . values and the "right"
do
the
best
job
we
can
do
(and
a
social behaviors do make high
difficult job it must be) teaching
school students "more humanDEAR
EDITOR:
people to read and write, to listen DEAR EDITOR:
ized," to use Professor Potter's
to
and speak, their native
corruption of th~ workmanlike
In a recent article, the CAMPUS
•
In
his
letter
to
the
CRIER
last
language
with all the skill and
adjective "human", do we not wish
CRIER reported that Dr. Canedo,
week,
Dr.
Potter
is
right
to
point
power
they
can.
It
does
no
real
to eradicate the functional illitout that there is a long history of good to try to slough off the chairman of the English Departeracy that seems to prevail?
wolf-crying about students' prob- danger simply because others ment "at Cent.ral, believed that
reading should have been taught
Many of us in Arts and Sciences, lems with their writing and have cried wolf before.
The problems are very real-not in the p~bli~__§~hoo!s of the state
reading. But just because there
and i dare say, Education, want to
see this illiteracy abolished. My has been wolf-crying in the past, it just according to the tests, not just and that-a basic skills program in
DEAR EDITOR:
-English composition students say does not necessarily follow that according to the teachers and reading really did not have any
My name_ is Butch Bailey. I am they want to cure this horrible there is no wolf at the door today. parents, but according to the function on a university campus.
Let us examine this position a
presently incarcerated at the U.S. affliction. But I'l!l not sure that
Dr. Potter is also right to students themselves. And to deiiy
Prison Camp on McNe-il Island in Professor Potter does, since he's question the basis for judging so the reality of those problems is a little further. A patient comes into
the State of Washington. I am 31 not sure -that it prevails, and many people to be deficient. Of little like shaving the wolf at the a specialist's office. The patient is
years old, Black and born under especially since high school grad- course, there are all those reports door and trying to pass it off as a seriously ill, and should have been
treated by a general practitioner, .
the sign of Aquarius. In addition, I. uates are "more - humanized" about college entrance tests and Mexican hairless.
but he or she has not. Should the
am 5'.101/z", 169 lbs.; my eyes ;1.re today, when they enter the such, though we might wonder
specialist handle the case? If the
about the meaning of those tests, D.W. CUMMINGS,
Brown and my hair is ·black. I also university or the world of work.
person is seriously ill, should not
since the population of students PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH,
wear a beard. I am a vegetarian
the specialist cope with his or· her
No one, as far as I' know, said being tested is changing so: People DIRECTOR,
and I run 12 miles a day. I hail
.
problem? The Hippocratic Oa.th
anything about the "back-to-the- who in the past would never have ACADEMIC SKILLS CENTER
• from Washington D.C.
that doctors must take should tell
I am writing this letter in hopes basics" movement, and my Central thought about going to college
.us clearly that the specialist must
that your paper will publish my Today article, "Ritualizing Igno- seem now to be giving it a
accept the patient.
name, state that I am a prisoner rance," (to which Professor Potter try-and certainly in a democratic
Many people come to the college
desiring correspondence with ·any makes indirect reference) did not society we have to see that as a
or university campus who do not
young lady at Central Washing- even allude to it. I frankly don't good thing. There is also a kind of
have suffi<;ient skills in reading to
ton University. I am lonely and give a tinker's damn how a student generalized concern among that
tackle academic courses. It has
desperate for outside female finds litera~y; however, let me say apparently endangered species of
taken a great deal of courage for
communication.
Since my im- that the thinking behind Professor instructors who still require their
many of these people to admit ·
prisonment (over 6 years). I have Potter's pitch, a reflection of an students to do writing for their
their deficiencies. In many cases,
been totally r~jected by all whom I unfortunate nation-wide anti-intel- classes, and who then bother to DEAR EDITOR:
reading centers can · and have
once considered friends, loved lectualism, pushed for the "more read carefully what their students
help~d people with reading probones and family.
So, in my humanized" courses, w·hatever have written.
In response to Mr. Wheeler's
Consider the reading
In spite of the recurrent recent treatise on the problems of lems.
desperation, I am appealing to you they were, over English, foreign
and anyone on your staff to assist languages and mathematics. We wolf-crying, I really don't recall so the handicapped at Central-he problems of Lincoln, Edison,
Einstein, and Lyndon Johnson-all
and help me hold fast to the all know what that produced in the many instructors ever being so emphasizes accommodations
needed and sought help. I think
late sixties. Given the state of concerned about what their which are long overdue and I
outside life.
that concept of alearning center,
If it bears any significance, I am affairs, high school teachers have students can and cannot do with sincerely hope some action will
[Cont. On Page 6)
a poet. I have been writing for the got to know more about language their language. But most sobering result.

Out of state
tuition

past 8 years. If any female would
like to read some of my many
poems, I'm willing to share.
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[Cont. From Page 5)
such as is now being established on
Central's campus, is vital to the
university. ·
Canedo tells us further .that the
best way for a student to learn
reading is to learn writing. Bosh!
Perhaps that is one way! The
reading skills and writing skills,
even though they overlap, are
really different disciplines. Reading is quick. Writing is not quick.
Reading is visual, oral, phonetic
and a linguistic process. Writing is
linguistic. · Reading involves the
various aspects of comprehension
as well as the various decoding

skills such as work analysis,
structural analysis and phonetic
analysis. Many want to include
the skill of speed reading in ·the
reading process. Writing is
. essentially an encoding process.
We believe that in. addition -tO'
the basic skill courses in reading,
that upper level reading courses
should be taught on all college and
university campuses, and that
. reading is as much a part of the
academic curriculum as writing is,
and really very few have proposed
that the various writing courses on·
college and university campuses
·
be eliminated.

As we move into tomorrow's

~o~ld, it would perhaps be wise to

think about the prQpriety of
requir~ng reading classes .for all
just h.S we now require writing _
courses for all.
Consider the number of business
and professional people who now
feel that they need help in the
various reading areas.:._vocal>ulary, comprehension and speed,
and perhaps you will see the
validity and urgency of the above
proposal. ·
JOHN A. SCHWENKER,_
BELLEVUE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Walk-a-thon pledges at $10,000
Pledges for this week's community walk-a-thon/jog-a-thon have
already reached $10,000, according
to Dr. John Gre_.sor, who is
coordinating the event for Central's Physical Education Department.
'l'he walk-a-thon/jog-a-thon is
expected to attract hundreds of
joggers to the Central track at five
different times this Thursday and
Saturday.
The first hour of jogging or
walking will begin on Thursday at
2:30 p.m. · Then on Saturday,
participants will have a choice of
times beginning at 10 a.m., 11:30
a.m., 1 p.m. and possibly at 2:30
p.m., depending upon the number
oJ last minute entrants.
Tied to pledges of money for
each lap jogged within _an hour by

individual participants, the . event
is aimed at raising funds for wide
variety of University and community projects.
Also, joggers themselves may
win prizes or cash refunds.
Merchandise prizes range from a
souvenir jog-a-thon T-shirt for $30 ·
worth of lap money to a
motorcycle or 12-foot boat or
television set if ·$5,000 is raised. ·
Sponsor sheets are available at
Nicholson Pavilion.
Runners, and walkers, too, who
enter will submit a list of names of
friends anywhere in the country
who are willing to pledge any
amount of mo:pey per lap· finished
by the entrants during the
one-hour jogging period.
Approximately 50 percent of the
~of!ey raised by each runner will ··

a

go to the group or organization the
runner lists as beneficiary. The
athletic department will also
receive a portion from each
pledge.
Coach Gregor reports that
runners representing nearly all
Central athletic teams, musical
organizations and other groups
will take part. Additionally,
joggers from such organizations as
the Ellensburg High School sports
teams and th~ Powers Group
Home for Children will participate.
Many of the groups planning to
enter ru:qners' are pointing their
fund raising efforts toward specific
projects. An adult women's
jogging class in Ellensburg is
hoping to earn money for a
blood/pulse . rate
indicator
machine; ·university athletic trainers as a group would like to
purchase a knee exerciser; one of
the major goal~ of the university
physical education department as
a whole is the purchase of a
mini-bus for team trips.
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Don Caughey

~.Keep the Faith

Learning to talk about our sexuality is not easy. Despite the
blessed end of Victorianism in the 60's, sexuality remains an area
of deep mystery and confusion. When I was growing up, learning
from the locker-room, the silence of the taboo let me know that sex
was important l;mt that I was to figure it out alone. My parents
tried to answer my questions, were as honest as they could be. but.
neither they nor the courses on sex education were able to give
me much more than a superficial knowledge of how my body
worked and . how to procreate. My peers had ideas about what
"going all the way" ~eant, about be~ng a man or saying "I love
you," but other than reinforcing the idea that sexual in~ercourse
was very important, it did little to help me learn how to mtegrate .
sexuality into my life. Sexual feelings were very pleas~rable, but
brought guilt. I assumed that I was oversexed, not knowmg that to
feel otherwise would have been impossible in a society that was
obsessed with sex.
Both the prude and the pornographer are obsessed with sex.
The prude assumes that sex is the most powerful force of sin in the
world.and must be repressed. The pornographer assumes that sex
is the most pleasurable _thing ill the world and must be expressed
at every opportunity and in every way i~aginable. Sex· is the most
overrated and underrated thing in the world, and we have all
grown up in a world in which the sacred. and profan~ exag~eration
of sexuality has left us confused and guilty. There IS nothmg new
in this, and it is unlikely that we will keep future generations from
suffering from guilt and confusion as they try to unravel the
mystery of sexuality, but for our own good it would be worthwhile
to admit that it is worth talking about.
Most of the current informati~n on human sexuality is long on
. the sexuality and short on the human. It has been helpful . in
allowing us to admit that we are inescapably sexual and that
sexuality should be enjoy~d. Even though I have learned that
orgasm is not the "beatific vision/' I. am v_ery glad to hav~ that
pleasure as part of my life. I also fmd It easier and more pr?fitable
to discuss sex in terms of enjoyment than as a struggle agamst the
dark forces of the flesh. If God has made me sexual, I should not
assume that sexuality is intrinsically sinful. On the other hand,
that does not mean that to enjoy being sexual necessitates
intercourse all the time or even at all. Celibacy can be a choice
based on the enjoyment of sexuality in human perspective. s~ to?,
mardage can be a choice based on enjoyment where sexuality IS
expressed in a specific, committed relatiopship. This . do~s ~ot
exhaust the possibilities, but it does suggest that_sexuahty IS part
-of being human, arid that it is in relationships that . matters .. of
sexual ·ethics can be understood.
What makes good and bad sex? When is it right and when is it
wrong? What is "going all the way" in marri.age, i~ dating, in any
non-married relationship? How can we enJOY bemg sexual and
human? Come, listen and talk as you want, on Wednesday, March
8 at 6:30 p.m., at the Center for Campus Ministry, 1011 N. Alder.It
is worth talking about.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIS'('

Will do theses, term papers,
course work, tables, charts, ete.
Call: 925-1727. Ask for Gail.

.The Jogging Suit, .
comfortable and carefree
acrylic, many colors.

$2300

DOWNTOWN

Family Fashion's & Gifts
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"mmm" Chiquita

Brian Picard "Champ"

"Engulfit"(Kim) Ervin

It's looking up!
Wet T-shirts and female anatomy drew a
crowd of nearly 500 spectators to the Barto
Hall lounge Saturday.

The event was_

sponsored by Beck and Barto Halls, and prizes
of $75, $40, and $20 were presented to the
first , second and third place winners.

Five

. judges selected the winning "student body."
Meanwhile , hack at Quigley Hall, fruit
re.lays and pie eating contests were th-e order
-of the day.

"Sweet and Innocent"

The

w~nner

of this .year's pie

eating -eontest was Brian Picard •
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Off<am pus students said shortchanged
"There i& a loss of identification
from not being on campus," said
Dr. Anthony Canedo, chairman of
the English department. The
students are not brought into the
intellectual "milieu" that pervades
a campus, Canedo explained. He
said he feels that there's no way to
measure the benefits one receives
from being here.
"While education cannot be
simply reduced to a four-year time
period," he continued, "the transition from junior high to high school
and from high school to junior
college or a four-year school is a
traumatic experience, the student
needs to have a stable base so he
can adjust to these changes."

BY NANCY WOLFF.
Are the students who are
enrolled in Cent.ral's Extended
Degree Program (E.D.P.) receiving quality education? Do students
suffer froni a lack of access to
library and laboratory facilities?
Are the instructors all qualified to
teach? These are just a few of the
questions that have been raised
about the effectiveness of the
off-campus program.
Although not entirely opposed
to the E.D.P., several professors
said they feel that off-campus
students are being shortchanged
in their education because they
cann(lt. attend classes at Central.

, . Flood of water intere·s t

I

Mr. Wiberg, Central professors.
Outstanding science students will
benefit from this program, especially those "that -have· less than
ideal science facilities," remarked
Dumas.
Although the students will be
studying the Yakima River locally,
which will include water chemistry, pollution, the volume of water
and the velocity of water, they will
also answer questions on how to
use water, what to do with water
end how to avoid misusing water.
Students involved in the science
program "will stay in the conference dorms this summer and will
become exposed to Central.

BY BICKIE WETHERHOLT

"Water management" is the
topic which will be studied this
summer in a science program
including 18 juniors and seniors
from Washington's high schools.
The $7 ,810 grant, which has been
awarded Central by the National
Science Foundation, is intended
for outstanding high school students in math and science.
"This is the first attempt at a
program like this in the science
area at Central," stated Dr. Phillip
:L,umas. The five-week program
will begin June 5 and will be
taught by Dr. Phillip Dumas and

Barg_e: A main. priority
[Cont. From Page 3]

longer gym running north and
south along the west side of the
pavilion.
- Registered as one of the national
historical buildings is Barge Hall,
the second long-range priority. Its
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exterior is planned to be restored
as it was in 1894. the interior will
also be re-surfaced to give a clean
colonial appearance.
Currently, remodeling is taking
place in Bouillon for the Audio-Visal Services.
·Monies for this
remodeling project was given in
the last legislative session. The
. project will be completed by next
fall, a!J.d will provide an A.V.
facility that's comparable to any in
Washington State.
The last priority of the capital
improvement plan is to tear down
Edison Hall. According to Skeen,
renovation would cost too much.

Josten's College
Jewelry Representative
Will Be Here For

March81h
9cn11-3}:n1

inl:bzSUB
Your college ring is a symbol, d
reward, a lifetime of value ... It
represents the long hours of
work and dedication that made
up your college Cdreer. Come
on into the University Store,
and order your class ring in time
for graduation. On ring day we
will show a film on how your
class rings are made and have a
Josten's representative in the
store to serve you.

Canedo says he sees four years of student can discuss problems with
schooling as providing that stabili- his instructor is by phone, said
ty. A student also hs to cope with Canedo.
adjusting to the difference in
Keller said this isn't the case for
getting ·"A" grades in high school all instructors. In his own
and perhaps "B" grades in college. Tri-Cities classes he has arranged
"There's a certain aura to be his schedule so he can allow .time
found on campus," said Canedo, for office hours, he explained.
"that can't be duplicated in
An average day for Keller
off-campus cl~sses." The student is begins at 7 a.m. when he prepares
sur:rounded by cultural opportuni- for his 8 o'clock class. After
ties such as lectures, art galleries, teaching his regular load and
plays and athletic events. Even if a · taking care of department busistudent does not take advantage of ness he drives 2-1/4 hours to the
them all the time, they are at least Tri-Cities for his night class. He
.aware of their existence."
allows enough time to have dinner
"The idea historically about when he arrives and to meet with
having , a campus is that the any student before class. After
student gains something intangi- class he holds office hours from
ble from being here," said Dr. 10-11 p.m. Usually he will stay
Kent Richards of the History overnight rather than drive back
department, ''The total experience to Central. He frequently is
isn't just 180 credit hours but invited to the homes of, his
rather the interaction between the students and said he feels he has
faculty and the students."
established a good rapport with
Canedo said he feels that there them.
is greater opportunity for discusKeller says that some instrucsions in on-campus classes. There tors feel that the~1 're doing the
is no continuity between one week students a favor by driving to class
and the next when a class meets once a week and they expect the
only one night for three hours, students to feel grateful for the
comments Canedo. "Off-campus time they do spend.
students are often too tired to be
Richards said he sees another
interested in their classes." After disadvantage in the lack of access
a full day of work an instructor is to adequate library and laboratory
not too enthµsed about teaching a facilities. Keller agrees that there
three-hour class either, Canedo just are some things that cannot
observed. He notes also that be accomplished because of this
frequently there is not enough deficiency. Students often have to
time to cover all the material in come to Central to get the
the course. E.D.P. students often necessary material they need for
get the "scrapings off the toast," their research. Keller told of one
he added.
student who is preparing a
Dr. Chester Keller, Philosophy theology thesis for his class. The
department chairman, counters student has been canvassing the
these negative views by saying libraries of Tri-Cities ministers for
that he has observed a "high level material to use in his paper.
of student interest and a high level
Keller discussed the need for
of scholarship." The students he some sort of library facilities at the
has taught do quite a bit of work various centers. He proposed that
and they do it "enthusiastically," there be a joint venture between
Keller said. As he expressed it, Central and the participating
teaching is a pleasure and there is schools to stock their community
a lot of participation; often more libraries with resource material.
than he has seen in his on-campus Perhaps the university could apply
·
classes.
for grant money to pay for the
Canedo said he sees another project, he added.
disadvantage in the lack of time to
Richards raised a more serious
hold conferences with students.
doubt about the program when he
An instructor may have to drive
questioned the qualifications of the
two or three hours to meet his
instructars; particularly the adclass, lecture for another three,
junct instructors (persons from
then turn around and drive ·back to
the communities hired to teach
Ellensburg. Often the only way a
classes). While many of the

professors are full-time Central ,
faculty' many of the instructors
are not qualified, according to
Richards. He said that some
departments do not carefully ,
screen their adjunct professors
while some do. He said he feels
there should be a greater degree
of involvement between the ,,
departments and instructors than
now exists.
· - At present, he. said, there is
very little follow up on whether or
not an instructor meets his classes
regularly. He said there is- little
control over the classroom situation compared with on-campus ,,.,
classes.
Despite Keller's positive attitude toward the program he said
he has some reservations about ;
the kinds of degrees offered. The
E.D.P. degrees are primarily
interdisciplinary, and Central is r
limited in the kinds of degrees it
can offer. Canedo views the
program as mostly a "potpourri" of
classes. There is no relationship
between the classes and a specific
course of study.
,
Keller did concede that perhaps
this kind of study is useful to the "'
student, however. The program
offers degrees in Allied Health and
Science, Law and Justfoe, Special
Education, or a Vocational-Technical trade major.
They agree, however, that the
E.D.P. program fulfills an educational gap. They understand the ...
dilemma of older students who
want to study but can't get away
from jobs or other commitments.
"If Central doesn't offer this
service, then someone else will,"
admits Richards. '
"I can understand that often the
people can only get a degree this
way," said Canedo. He told about
one of his former students who had.
the opportunity to spend two ')
quarters at Central after taking
off-campus classes. She said she
had found the time spent here to
be one of the best experiences she ,
has had.
He said he wondered how
E.D.P. students compare on tests
with on-campus students and what
success do they have in getting
accepted to graduate school.
"There may be .
difference,
but it would be a worthwhile study," concluded Canedo.

no

Fund pays -off
BY MEL COMFORT

year. The qualifications that the
committee was looking for were Last spring a committee, called high academic potential and strong
the Central Investment Fund leadership qualities. Financial
Committee, was formed by a need was not considered in this
number of concerned people who scholarship. The idea behind '
were worried about the enroll- choosing students with strong
ment drop here at Central. They academic and leadership qualities
wanted to do something to help .is to get students who are already "'
promote Central and make poten- known around their high schools
tial university students aware of or junior colleges so that others in
the other courses of study that are their schools might become aware
offered here besides just a degree. of Central as a University and see,,,
The committee, headed by .J oe that it has a lot to offer.
: Kelleher, an Ellensburg businessEven though only 60 applicants
man, thought about using the will actually receive a scholarship,
money that they would raise for an all of them will receive information ,
advertising campaign but decided from the head of the department
against it because too much of the that they are interested in. Also, a
money would be lost in the media.
student from that department will
So they decided to fund a make a personal call to the ,,.
scholarship-the Investment Fund applicant to answer any questions
Scholarship.
that they might have about the
The committee, which is made department, the housing facilities
up of Ellensburg businessmen,
or any other related area.
faculty m~mbers and civil service
The 'information on the scholarworkers, raised a total .of $40,000 ships and Central was sent to all
in pledges for the scholarships;
the high schools and junior
$134,000 of that has already been colleges in Washington, Fall of,,.
collected. The money was raised 1977. The deadline for turning in
by teams of two people, one applications was December 31.
faculty member or civil service
There were 376 applications sent
worker and one businessman, who
in. On-March 1, the recipients will~
solicited for the funds from
be awarded their scholarships.
community businesses and other
The reason this scholarship is
faculty personnel.
being given out so early is so that,..,
There will be 60 scholarships the recipient can act as a lure to
awarded, each of which will pay
get others from his school to think
tuition and fees for a full academic about coming to Central.
r

~
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For Health's Sake
M.R. Golden

I .

Vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates, fats, proteins and ·water are
needed by everybody-in order to just live and breathe.
Vitamins are organic compounds fundamental for life and
growth pr.ocesses, consisting of 18+ elements, which are needed
to produce, and are constituents of, enzymes (protein-like
substances which act as organic catalysts in chemical reactions)
and therefore function as catalysts in many metabolic reactions.
They aid in the metabolism of the energy nutrients and help
regulate the building of the body structures.
.
Vitamins are divided into two groups: water-soluble (vit·
amins B, C and the bioflavonoids) and !at-soluble (vitamins A, D, E
and K). .
'
·Of the water-soluble vitamins, the B complex (consisting of 12+
related nutrients) is essentially involved in the breakdown and
utilization of carbohydrates, fats and proteins, and in the formation of blood cells.
··sources for the B complex vitamins are: brewer's yeast, wheat
germ, whole grains, legumes, seeds, leafy green vegetables, eggs,
fish and meat.
Vitamin C is necessary for red bl~od cell formation and is
involved in maintaining the strength of the blood vessels and
forming the substances which hold the cells together (i.e. colla·
gen, dentin, etc.). It also helps heal wounds, scar tissue and
fractures; aids in resisting some types of virus and bacterial in·
fections and reduces the effects on the body of some allergy-pro·
ducing substances. Most fruits and vegetables are sources of
vitamin C, especially green bell peppers, citrus fruits and rose
hips.
The bioftavonoids, a complex of substances which often appear
in fruits and vegetables as a companion to vitamin C, is usually to
be found in the juice and peel. Green bell peppers, grapes, rose
hips, apricots and black currants are especially rich sources.
Bioflavonoids increase the therapeutic effect of vitamin C, by ·
assisting in keeping collagen in a healthy condition and strength·
ening fragile capillaries.
Of the fat-soluble vitamins, vitamin A is particularly impor·
tant in the growth and repair of body tissues and .helps maintain
soft, smooth, disease-free skin. It protects the epithelial tissues,
such as the thin skin of the mouth, nose, throat and lungs, thereby
reducing susceptibility to infection.
Rich sources of vitamin A are eggs, milk products, yellow &
dark green fruits and vegetables, liver, kidneys and fish liver oils.
Vitamin D can be formed in the body, through ultra·
violet rays activating a form of cholesterol, converting it to
vitamin D, which is then absorbed into the bloodstream.
When the sun or ultra-violet lamps aren't available though, milk
products, fatty fishes, organ meats, fish liver oils, bone meal and
eggs are particularly valuable sources of this "sunshine" vitamin.
Vitamin D regulates the amount of calcium and phosphorus in .
the blood, by improving their absorption and utilization; without
this vitamin there isn't an adequate supply J)f these minerals.
Vitamin E, a complex of eight tocopherols, is an anti·
oxidant, preventing fats and the fat-soluble vitamins, which are
stored in the body, from breaking down and combining with other
substances that may become harmful to the body. It is a vasodilator. encouraging the development of collateral blood vessels
which improve cir.eulation, thus increasing cell oxygenation.
Cold pressed veg~table oils, whole grains, fruits, vegetables,
nuts, seeds, eggs and organ meats are especially valuable sources
of this vitamin.
Vitamin K, another-complex of -substa·nces, is essential for the
formation of prothrombin (in the liver), a chemical substance
necessary in blood clotting.
Alfalfa is about the richest source of this nutrient, followed by
(lawn) grass, green leafy vegetables, fruits and fats. It is also
synthesized in the body by the intestinal bacteria.
Seven minerals of major importance, at least thirteen trace
minerals, and approximately fifteen minerals which are found in
the body but for which essentiality has not yet been established,
are utilized by the human body.
Many of these minerals are associated with vitamins or other
minerals and play_a part in almost every chemical reaction.
Nuts, whole grains, seafoods, seeds, fruits, legumes, eggs,
vegetables, meat-most every foodstuff contains some combin·
ation of the numerous minerals, thus it is important to have a
diversified diet.
Carbohydrates' chief functions are to provide immediate calories
for energy for body reactions and muscular exertion to assist in
the digestion and assimilation of other foods; particularly in
regulating protein and fat metabolism.
Tlie three main forms -of carbohydrates are: sugars, starches
and cellulose, which can be found in abundance in whole grains,
·
sugars, fruits and vegetables.
Fats, whieh act as carriers for the fat-soluble vitamins, are the
most concentrated source of energy, providing over twice as many
kilocalories per gram than proteins or carbohydrates.
Valuable sourc~s of fats are: butter, margarine, vegetable oils,
whole milk, nuts, seeds, eggs and fatty meats.
Protein (the major source of building material for muscles
blood, skin, ha~, eyes, nails, teeth and inter_nal organs) is needed
for the formation of hormones, antibodies and enzymes and is
necessa~y for the rebuilding of worn-out or destroyed tissues ..
Meat, fish, poultry, eggs, milk, nuts, seeds and whole grains are
the highest quality protein sources.
Wate~, ~hich comprises .over 50 percent of the human body, is
also an 1'!-d1spensable, nutrient, as it is a constituent of all body
cells: It ?1ssolves and transports other nutrients and thus acts as a
carr1e~ m the processes of digestion, absorption, circulation and
excretion. It also helps regulate body temperature and is essential
for all growth and reproduction functions.
Each and every one of these six major essential elements is
fundamental to. the pr?per functioning of the human body.
. As. the various kmds of foods contain differing combmatlons and amounts ·of these necessary nutrients, one should
choose an as.s orted and diverse diet.

X-rated film for Spring
Dave Thomason then discussed
the fact that the highest attended
movie in the last two years was
last quarters' X-rated flick, Naked
Came The Stranger.
Thomason felt that the atten·
dance of this reflected a view on
what the students would like to
see; therefore, as representatives
of the students, the proposed
X-rated movie should be accepted
by the board.
Dietz represented the moral
side of the issue, pointing out that
this campus is not the place for
X·rated movies. If people want to
see X-rated movies, according to
Dietz, they can go off-campus to

BY BECKY PRIEUR
After a lengthy discussion at
last week's Board of Control
meeting, the B.O.C. passed next
quarter's proposed film schedule.
One of the proposed movies was
Cinderella, an X-rated film. This
film was questioned by board
members as to whether or not it
should be shown on campus.
Discussion was brought about
by board member Ken Winslow,
who asked for the boards' opinion
of X-rated movies.
Rich Dietz made a motion
providing that X·rated movies will
not be shown on campus.

see them.
The motion was then voted
upon, and with one abstention, the
vote was two-two so the motion
died for a lack of majority.
The board then voted on the
complete film schedule which
passed with a vote of three-two.
Other movies included in the
schedule for next quarter are:
Tommy, The Front, Family Plot,
The Boy Who Called WerewoH and
a free cartoon festival to be held
outside this Spring.
In other action, it was reported
that the proposed date for an Art
Garfunkel concert, April 9, has
been accepted.

Putting this face
in your future.

Minority
Women
organize

Your Fidelity Union Field Assodale can help plan your financial
future with College Master. College Master is the nation's leader
in life insurance for college
seniors. l,et him tell you why.

Although the present day
Women's movement is fighting for
equal rights for all women, there
are those women who feel that
they are a "Lib within a Lib"
fighting to solve their own
particular problems in order to
achieve total equality for themselves.
Central's minority women are
now organizing a Minority Women's Caucus especially designed
to deal with specific problems
faced by minority women of color,
because of sexual or racial
discrimination or both.
Members of the various ethnic
clubs on campus and other
interested minority females will
meet to discuss problems and give
ideas on what they feel should be
done to meet the specific needs of
minority women in the local
·
community.
Plans and long-range proposals
for the group will also be discussed
and worked out among the
members.
According to one of the Caucus
-0rgan1zers, this group will not be
an official ethnic organization like
the B.S.U., Intertribal Club or
M.E.C.H.A., hut a group where ·
"women can come together and
deal with some problems they face
as minorities and learn to interact
with each other and become
advocates, united for a common
cause."
Once the group is firmly
established, there is a possibility it
will be working indirectly with the
Kittitas County Women's Action
Coalition, a local feminist group.
However, the Caucus will not be a
direct part of the coalition as it will
be working primarily towards its
own goals, another Caucus organizer said.

·~
D 0 n c Iem an
925 -4 l 75

I

Call the ~idelity U?ion .college
Master Field Associate m your
area:

(()lleocMastcr
L'
In The Plaza

NOW-_..,.
Thursday & Friday

...__BONG SHQW_..
$20 Each Night
10-12 p.nt.
Ladies night Wednesday
Dance til l :30
at

THE CROSSROADS
Tenderloin Filet &
Tiger Shrimp

Webster's

Fri. & Sat.

Includes glass of Liebframilch,
salad bar, baked potato or
seafood rice, drawn butter,

.m.

$595

Also : Try Our Boneless
Filet of Chicken Breast

WEBSTER'S

$225

Restaurant
Smoke House &
Brand Room
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Arts and Entertainment
Critics rate 'Ryder' as intense

.

(

Nate
.Smith
The self-appointed moralist,
that breed of person who takes it
upon himself to improve the lives
of those around him, using
whatever methods he chooses, is
not one to be praised. This sort of
person is out to make people see
the errors of their ways, and the
errors are whatever he sees and
doesn't like.
In a way, Mark Medoff, in When
Ya Comin' Back, Red Ryder?, is
praising this sort of person. Teddy ·
wanders into a New Mexico diner
and proceeds to badger, intimidate
and terrify the inhabitants, presumably to bring them out of their
private shells and to tell what he
considers to be real eIT\otions. He
·is definitely trying to affect them,
whether they like it or not, and
they don't. The young man,
Stephen, has been trying to build
up the courage to leave the blank,
hopeless life he's had in the small
town, but something (-f ear of the
future, family responsibility, whatever) has been holding him back.
He lives in a ·world of illusion. a
world in which he can take charge
of his own life, tell off the boss to
his face, pay his own way through
life. He lives in a world that makes
him more important than he really
is.
All the inhabitants of the diner
live in this kind of world, and
Teddy enters, determined to
break it down; he is determined to
_show them what they really are.

'

r

Teddy (Charles Burke) explains to Angel (Amy Evans) and
Stephen (Jeff Rubicam) how people In love should react to each
other In the Threepenny Player's successful production of WHEN

He humiliates Stephen to show
him that he's nothing more than a
punk. He refuses to let Angel, the
young waitress, harbor any
illusions about her future. He asks
her if she really thinks anybody
will ever marry her. She's
stunned, and he cruelly tells .her,
"No, nobody ever will."
Medoff s problem in the play is
that he actually sees good coming
from this kind of man. After being
- mocked, hit and humiliated by

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

Teddy, Stephen has finally
gathered the courage he needs to
escape the small town. One
wonders if this is ever actually the
case. It seems more likely that this
kind of abuse breeds a lot of
bitterness.- not strength.
Red Ryder, for this reason, is a
very offensive play to me. I came
away feeling insulted and, like the
people in the diner, abused.
Medoff does not stop at sympathy
for Teddy (which would have
worked a lot better) but goes as
far as respect for him.
Of course, this is a complaint
about the writer, not about
director Dave McMahan or anyone
connected with Central's performance. It is doubtful that I could
have felt as strongly · about the
play as I did if the performance
had not been first rate. Red Ryder
is probably the strongest production Central has put on since last
year's The Boys in the Band. I
have never seen a more moving
concentration of performances at
Central before. All the actors are.
first rate and the play goes on
almost without a bad second.
Jeff Rubicam, as Stephen,
knows just how to combine that
character's fear of Teddy and his
defiance around everyone else.
Amy Evans, as Angel, turns in
what I consider to be one of the
best performances in any play all
year. Her embodiment of the poor
waitress is almost unbearably
moving.
Charlie Burke simply has to be
seen to be believed. Everything
about him, every inflection in his
voice, every movement he makes,
is geared to his character, and the
result is devastating. Burke (and
the rest of the cast) more than
makes up for Medoffs excesses.

VA COMIN' BACK RED RYDER? The play runs through Saturday
night.

When Ya Comin' Back, Red
Ryder is not one of those plays
than be reviewed in the context of
words in a newspaper. No way.
Red Ryder is a dramatic experience. You either experience it or
you don't. Once you experience it,
it's unlikely that you will forget it
for a long time to come.
Then again, perhaps the play
just had more impact on me than
most people that have seen it. I
doubt it, though.
When Ya Comin' Back, Red
Ryder is basically a story of the
sequence of events that occur
when a psychotic Vietnam veteran
decides to terrorize a small cafe in
New Mexico. The reason for my
contention that the play may have
had more impact on me than most
folks is that being a participant in
the "police · action" myself, I am
aware of the manifestations of the
mind twisting, personality pudpulling that occur to those who
made the trip back; aware, ye·s,
but Teddy (the psycho vet) is
himself the twist and the pudpuller .. And Teddy's no dummy.
Stupid people don't make it back
from the 'Nam. Only people a little
more dangerous, a little crazier, a
little wiser and a lot smarter.
Teddy is one of those people
who spends most of his time in
those dark, mysterious corners of
the mind where few people . dare
tread. People who deal with people
like Teddy usually find their lives

1111!
Paperback books, new and used.
Imported teas and coffees.
Gifts, cards, prints & handicrafted items

10-6 M-F, 2-4 Sat.

204 E. 4th

TAV

starting .to come apart at the
seams. His victims wil'i be the first
to agree. Teddy doesn't look into
his victims to discover what makes
them tick-he looks through them.
To see this play is to allow Teddy
to indirectly look through you as
well.
A more intense and powerful
dramatic play I have never seen. t
Period. Here or anywhere else.
Whereas the weakest link in a
chain breaks the chain, there are
no weak links in this play. The
actors excellently portray their
individual's parts, but there is a
conspiracy in the acting-they
allow Teddy (lead actor Charles
Burke) to bring you into the play
itself and scare the living hell out
of you. Burke's acting is, suffice it
to say, awesome and ungodly. He "
possesses the capacity to act parts
that take you to places that you
didn't even kn~_w were places.
~
The play is superbly directed by
Dave McMahan. There is nothing
amateurish about it-it's as professional as they come. The staging
and props provided take the play
over and above the mark of
excellence that I've become
accustomed to from drama produc- ;
tions here on campus.
I give my strongest recommen~
dations that you go experience this
play before it ends. Just like 'Nam
vets, you'll be a little bit of a
different person once you've
returned to the "real world".

Hat Party
'-

March 8

·8p.m. - 2a.m.

Happy hour all night when wearing hat.
,,
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Publishing: the way to easy riches?
BY LINDA McCLEARY
Is publishing a "get-rich-quick"
scheme?
Not according to
Chemistry Professor and Department Chairman, Dr. Robert
Gaines, even though he is a
"several-times-published" author.
His speciality is chemistry manuals and guides to accompany texts.
"Textbook writing is time
consuming and the money received is not that great," Dr. Gaines
said, "never-the-less, it is rewarding and I enjoy doing it. Teaching
is easier because I have gained an
'in-depth' understanding through
writing clearly," he observed. "It
has expanded · my outlook."
About a year ago, Gaines began
writing a Student Solutions Man·

ual to accompany a text entitled,
Chemistry by G. Tyler Miller, Jr.
Gaines explained the manual,
saying it "details solutions to
every problem in the textbook."
This particular solutions manual is
written to accompany "an introductory text, suitable for students
in pre-nursing, dental hygiene,
home economics and similar
areas," he explained. "This would
be useful for our Chemistry 111
course," he said.
This month, Dr. Gaines is
reading galley proofs of the
Solution Guide and also of the
Instructor's Manual that he began
late last fall. He is hoping to meet
the April publishing deadline.
"Timing is very important," Dr.
Gaines stressed. The publishers
hope to get the books out "at least

two to three months ahead of the
expected use, which would be this
fall," he observed.
Gaines said Wadsworth Publish·
ing Company in Belmont, California is the major West Coast
publishing company.
"They
publish mostly college-level texts,"
he commented, "and they have
good promotional campaigns to
sell what they publish."
He
praised the textbook author, G.
Tyler Miller, Jr. saying-"his books
have been very successful and are
well-done texts."
Gaines further explained that in
the chemistry subject area, any
manuscript may be reviewed by as
many as 30 or 40 chemistry
experts.
Ideas from those
re-v iewers are incorporated into
the text to broaden the scope of

material it presents. "Reaching a
Recent books Dr. Gaines has
larger audience is important and published are Instructor's Manual,
providing a variety within the text for G. Tyler Miller Jr.'s, Chem·
from which to teach is important istry: A ·c ontemporary Approach,
from all points of view," he Wadsworth, 1977,; Instructors
emphasized.
Manual, for G. Tyler Miller, Jr.'s, Gaines has also critically review- Chemistry: Principles and Appli·
ed. other people's manuscripts, in cation, Wadsworth, 1977.; In·
the chemistry field, for several strudor's Manual for G. Tyler
years. He said he has "easily Miller, Jr.'s Chemistry, Wadreviewed 150 to 200 manuscripts worth, 1978 (to be pubished in
for different publishers." He said April); and Student Solutions
he feels his own extended Guide, for G. Tyler Miller, Jr.'s,
background (in writing and pub- Chemistry, Wadworth, 1978 (to be
lishing) is very helpful in review- · published in A_prfl).
ing other people's work.

~

The International Folk Dancing
Club was started this Fall at
Cent.Tal. The advisor for this club
is B11l Merk, who is a Physician's
Assistant at the Taylor-Richardson Clinic, who folk dances in his
spare time.
His interest in folk dancing
began four years ago in Denver,
Colorado, where he danced with·
two groups for recreation. When
he knew he would be moving to
Ellensburg, he gathered records
and tapes of folk dancing music
and learned a lot of dances.
He feels that folk dancing is
popular bec'a use of the beautiful
music, variety of dance steps and
the social significance of the
activity. The club has potlucks
featuring ethnic foo~s along with
other clubs, such as the one in
Yakima. At the potlucks, food,
mus~c and recipes are shared.
The purpose of the club is to
promote the understanding and
enjoyment of a great variety of
International Dances. The dances

done by the group include Israeli,
Greek, Balkan and Russian types.
The dances differ as much as the
cultures do. The Israeli Dances are
slow and graceful while those of
the Balkan countries, such as
Yugoslavia, are fast and rigorous.
The club also dances Greek line
dances and ballroom couple dances
from Russia.
The club has an informal
atmosphere and one need not be a
skilled dancer to attend. The
activity is a way of getting in
touch '\\'.ith music and rhythm.
The Folk Dance Club is planning
an all-day Folk Dancing Workshop
on April 8. The workshop will be
directed by Marilyn King, who
lives in Seattle and directs a
Russian folk dance troop.
The club meets each Monday
night from 7-10 p.m. in the S.U.B.
Ballroom. From 7-8:15 p.m. The
:neginners dance, from 8: 15-10 p.m.
tlie intermediate members dance.
All are welcome and invited to'
attend the meetings.

Students of Drama 473 act as many different characters, including
school children, in the Childrens Theatre class production of THE
MARVELOUS ADVENTURES OF TYL. Performances are scheduled for
March 9. 10, 11 & 12.

Play is the final exam
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
-

early commedia dell 'arte. Since

One of the aspects of Childrens
Theatre is audience participation.
class has been working with the to incorporate this into the show,
improvisational area of the thea- . the actors will work with the
ter. "We want to make the audience before the adventure
students as vivid and free as• starts. The audience members will
possible," stated Jim Hawkins, help make the newspaper cosassistant professor of Drama and tumes of the actors.
the instructor of the class. "This
After the twelve performances
will help in the finished product are given in the Threepenny
where many of the students will Playhouse, the class will then have
have to play parts of-the scenery four class periods in which to
and prop pieces," he added. evaluate . the perfqrmances and
Hawkins plays a two-fold part in learning experiences.
this class-he has acted as the
instructor but also toward the end ,
of the quarter he must act as the
director of the play to ready the
students for the production.
Sixteen students wiii participate
in the final production with the
title character of Tyl played by
Doug Carver, a graduate student
working toward his degree of
Masters of Fine Arts in Directing.
The others in the show will play
characters in the life of Tyl and
also act as parts of the set.

-- the beginning of the quarter the

Students are now preparing
for their finals, something every
student faces at the end of · a
quarter. How many students
though have to portray trees and
cradles as part of their final? The
students. in Drama 473 do. Drama
473 is the Childrens Theatre class.
This class teaches the elements of
creating and ·producing theatre
events for children. Their end
result is the production of The
Marvelous Adventures of Tyl;
written by Jonathan Levy. The
students' performance in the play
is the final project for the class.
The show will be given 12 times in.
all, with the local school children
being bussed in for daytime
pedormances. Performances start
March 9 and run through March
12, with a 7 p.m. performance time
for th~ public.
The Marvelous Adventures of
Tyl is billed as a robust play of the

FREE CHECK
OF YOUR INCOME
TAX FORMS

NO OBLIGATION
1-l&R. BLOCK
UPSTAIRS LYNCH BLDG.
5TH & PEARL

925-5966

Students welcome
at all times
.................................
12 oz. T-bone Steak
-. U.S. Choice $3 95
•Sirloin. Steak
U.S. Choice $3 95

lice's Restaurant:
West Interchange·
across from Perkins
Open 10 - 10 daily

•

Bunyan Burgers
Fish
Chicken
Yogurt-Custard Lemon
Soft Ice Cream

I- ·
•

•

•
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Bassoonist at Central
BY MARK LEGGETT
What is a bassoonist? Is that a
person who courses through the
upper stratosphere beneath an
immense bag of hot air? Is . it a
person who stalks the shores of
Lake Tanganyika searching for
insights into primate behavior?
No. Central's bassoonist is
Cindy Evans, a talented young
woman who plays a musical
instrument-the bassoon. Cindy is
a 21-year-old senior who plays
bassoon in the orchestra, band and
woodwind quintet. She is pursuing
double majors in Music and
French. Although her major
pursuit is French, she feels she
will always retain interest in
music. She hopes to play with

orchestral groups after leaving it can sound like a flute or a
Central. In addition to bassoon, saxaphone. Cindy feels the basshe plays a little saxaphone and soon is an often maligned
clarinet.
instrument relegated to comical or
After graduation, Cindy hopes degrading musical passages.
to get a scholorship to study in
The instrument is very intricate
France for a year and then return with great precision required for
to the States for graduate work in drilling the holes and mounting the
tappets. Forthis reason, the price
French.
When asked about solo perfor- . of a premium German bassoon is
mances Cindy says, "It's always about $12,000. Bassoons of lesser •.
difficult, but enjoyable when I do quality may run between $4,000
well. I'm getting better and and $5,000 and the plastic ebonite
models cost around $700.
maturing as a performer."
Of key importance to playing
The bassoon is a member of the
double-reed woodwind family. It bassoon is the making of the reed.
is an extremely versatile instru- Reeds must be handmade of
ment producing a wide variety of quality reed cane from Southern
musical sounds. Although usually France. The cane is soaked and
representing the t>ass sounds in an carefully scraped to produce just
orchestra, (comparable to a cello) the right pitch. This process takes
several days.
Cindy will be performing a
bassoon solo in the upcoming
·Concerto Aria Concert on April 16
at 3 p.m. in the Hertz Recital Hall.
It will be "Bassoon Concerto in F,"'
by Carl Maria Von Weber.

Center for
Campus Ministry,
evening of looking at .
young adult relationships·
~
called
1

"Going all the way",
Everyone is welcome I
1

Wednesday~

March 8~~
--,_
6:30 to l 0:00
-·~
I
l 0 l l N. Alder
:
i'

· ~~-·

STARTING 'MARCH 21st
IRECTORY ASSISTANCE
WILL BE CHARGED F.QR
* * *
*
*
*Liberal ·allowance of 6 free Directory
. Assistance calls each month.
*15' per call for local and Washington
State Directory Assistance calls
exceeding allowance.
~20% of callers place 80% of the

March
concert
schedule
March 2 ... 8 p.m.-Spokane Falis
Trio, Wayne Smith, cello.
March 5 ... 3 p.m.-Senior Recital,
Denise Ceugenstine, mezzo-soprano.
March 7 ... 8 p.m.-Graduate
Recital, Jean Korta, soprano.
March 8 ... 8 p.m. -Orchestra
Concert, featuring Bonalyn Bricker-Smith, piano.
March 9 ... 8 p.m.-Senior Recital,
Teresa Adkins, soprano.
March 10 ... 8 p.m. Evergreen
Student Ensemble Concert.
March 11 ... 7 p.m. Junior Recital,
Susan Adkins, soprano.
March 12 ... 3 p.m.-Flute Choir
Concert.
Each presentation will be held in
the Hertz Recital Hall.

·~"'

...........
.
....,_.._
........_

JodY.. Daigneault .

It's a' happenin'
Discos took a short vacation downtown these last couple of
weeks and rock (anyone remember rock?) took its place. The only
disco I encountered was Samurai Night Fever on Saturday Night
Live (is there enough grease on my hair?).
Knots gigged a four-night stand with strai2'ht rock and roll
formats; many of their songs coming from the late 60's and early
70's era. I'm not as yet altogether clear as to where Knots is
coming from. They seem to be caught in the dilemma whether or
not to play danceable commercial music or more non-commercial
and less danceable material. I periodically witnessed people
leaving the dance floor with confused looks on their faces because ~
they couldn't figure out how to dance to some of the tempo changes
(not that unimaginative dancers are Knot's fault.)
. Knots is much more listenable when they're not playing tunes
like "Blue Suede Shoes" and "Can't Get Enough Of Your Love".
And Knots can play more sophisticated material-they're even
getting into writing their own songs. More originals will help
Knot's repertoire-much of the rest of their material is either too
straight or too old. I'm not, however, just writing off Knots as just
another band; those guys can energize and rock-out at will when
they want to. I'm just hoping that t~ey'll want to more and more.

A Yakima band in town last week getting better and better all
the time is Amadeus Axe. They've gone through a slight personnel
chang.e recently and faring all the better for it. Amadeus Axe is
mostly into hard rock and roll (as opposed to straight rock and roll
or hard rock) and they do a good job of it. Amadeus Axe's songs
are old but they pull off pretty good renditions of the ones they do.
Their sets consist of tunes from bands like Lynnyrd Skynnyrd,
Jethro Tull, Robin Trower, and The Beatles, plus some original
numbers. I feel that Amadeus Axe really put their hearts into
what they're playing and that always makes for a good time.
One of my favorite Northwest hard rock bands, Magi, was also
in town last week. With the exception of s.ome new original songs,
their sets were pretty much the same as those done alm-0st a year
ago when they were last in t-own. which for a band of the caliber of
Magi puts them in danger of becoming potentially dated-exactly
the·antithesis of the reason I got into Magi in the first place. The _
first time around, their music was fresh and unspoiled by
overexposure. .
Overplayed boogie music, however, is not that important of an
issue when talking about Magi because the main thing that is
developing out of Magi is their original music. Magi's originals are
hot (not that their versions of other band's music aren't) and I
mean white hot. Their original songs show as much promise as any
other band in the ·Northwest. The songs are high energy; vocally
inspiring and tasty to boot.
All of the members of Magi are excellent musicians as well as
entertaining stage performers. They don't present a
"holier-than-thou" aura around them either-something all too
~ommon with other good hard rock bands. Magi's a band that's
going places-and they've got the talent to get there.

0 . - ...._,,,, • JOJ lw ..... • la-UR

Directory Assistance calls.
*Use Your Directory.
*Keep a list of frequently called
numbers.

~·\i1.tt
~

*Avoid unnecessary D.A. charges.
Physically and functionally handi
capped persons can be exempted.
Call our Business Office for necessary
forms.
Watch for sample Directory Assist
once usage report with your March l st
telephone statement.
*Directory Assistance calls origin.ating
from coin telephones, hospitals, con
. valescent homes, hotel and motels
are not subiect to directory assistance
charges.

--

925-1111

llt;q ~

925-2222

WE DELIVER
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
Feb. 20-26
Vonda 128769
129120
Ron
Shery 128753
Dudley 129096
128781
J~hn
128632
Jim
128945
Greg
Bryon 128602
128062
Steve
Marcie 128242
Terry
Phil
Jim
Eric
Larry

128639
128610
128117
128239
128109

Lisa
Bev
Christy
Dave
Frank

128211
128183
128206
128053
128839

Lavern
Doug
Cathy
Holly
Kathy

1280'/5
128933
128917
127150
128981

Jim
Charlene
Scott
Jeff
Peggy

128854
128926
128879
128908
128775

~.

~m ~

!:>
~ ·~
~

~

TOOFER TUESDAYS

2 FOR 1 SCHOONERS WITH A TOOFER

THIRSTY THURSDAYS

25 4 OFF CASES TO GO THURSDAVS

Opens at 11 A.M.
EVERYDAY!

Who s going to be the 1O,OOOth
delivery this school. year???
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Show displays faculty artistic talents
BY ANN SCHWIETERT
The Faculty Art Exhibit is now
on display at the Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery through March 3. The
faculty members exhibiting are
Margaret and Jam es Sahlstrand,
Richard Doi, Constance Speth,
Louis Kollmeyer, George Stillman
(Chairman), Cynthia Bennetf,
John Agars, Ken Cory, Gary
Galbraith, Chris Papadopoulos and
Richard Fairbanks.
Constance Speth, who teaches
Drawing and Illustration, has
three drawings o.n exhibit. One of
the drawings is entitled "Fancy
Work". _T1tis _piece has a ~elica~y
about it.
The drawmg is
dominated by the images of roses.
Some of the roses are drawn in
p~_stel shades · while others are
outlined by actual stitching:
Paper roses are also glued on the
piece.
Another of her drawings is a pen
and ink sketch of a basket full of
assorted flowers. There is a wide
variety of textures and shades

_done in red ink.
"Orchard Light", her third
drawing, focuses on fruit ttees.
'!' here are multiple tree images
that overlap. Trees are seen from
different viewpoints and in different seasons. Trees are shown
in the rain, wind, snow and
sunlight.
· Cynthia Bennett, who te~d1es
Drawing and Painting, has three
paint~ngs on display. One of the
paintings is entitled simply
"Bonepile". The imagery consists
of the skulls and bones from
assorted animals. The colors are
very intense and there is a wide
range of tones. The painting is
very active visually and one's eye
, roves around the canvas.
- "Onions", her second painting,
full of very natural forms. One
gets the impression of standing
in an oinion field in late autumn . . It
is a very vi~id painting and one
feels like they could almost reach
out and touch the onions.
"November Landscape" captures the mood of winter.- The

is

paintings are very colorful with more like a piece of sculpture than
rainbow-like hues that are ribbon- a functional piece.
George Stillman, the Chairman
like in their textures. He also has
a nice otter sculpture carved out of the Art Department, has
dormant.
several lithographs on display.
Margaret Sah.lstrand, who of wood.
Richard
Fairbanks,
who
teaches
One of these is a portrait of
teaches Drawing and Printmaking, has mixed media draw- Pottery, also has some of his work Margaret Sahlstrand which is well
ings on display. "Canned Peaches on exhibit. One of the . pieces is a excuted. It captures the very
her on paper.
Still Sweetly Scented" has a lot of whimsical chicken teapot. rhe spirit
the
pouring
·
Another
of his pieces is a print
chicken's
beak
forms
imagery.
There are peaches,
of a grain storage building. · This
leaves, canning jars, jar lids, jar spout for the teapot.
Gary Galbraith, who teaches print looks more like a black and
seals, tongs and hands.
She
· ,contrasts the cannin_g of _yesti:-1'- Glassblowing, Sculpture and Wood ·white photograp.h than a drawing
Design, -has several wood con- transferred to a stone and then
year with the canning of today.
She has photographs of jars of structions on exhibit. One of them printed.
The Sarah Spurgeon Gallery is
peaches in the 1920's and the is a bed frame which is very
fascinating to observe.
One open throughout the week. This
1970's.
doesn't usually see a bed frame as gallery is located in Randalt .l:ialJ
The titles of her pieces are a piece of art, but this one seems and all visitors are welcome.
almost poetic when coupled with
the drawn images. She also has
some of her paper castings on
display. These are pieces of paper
which have the imprint of actual
o~jects such as flowers.
subdued.

The rocks in the
frosty
seems

fore~:ound - look cold and
a~d the whole landscape

of

Louis Kollmeyer, who teaches
Art History and Art Education
classes, ·has some watercolorpaintin.gs on display.
The

~Go

· ~ Broham

O{i>&:

"ALWAYS A FAVORITE"

I Spritig Quarter drama set
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
To Dinner, written by George
With the successful Winter Kaufman and Moss Hart. AudiQuarter in the Drama Department tions will be held March 28 and 29,
coming to an end, the plans for the also in Edison Hall, room 301. A
Spring Quarter -productions are cast of 29 is needed for this
already under way. Two student- production, which will open May 4.
prod uced shows and a lively
The only faculty-directed proadaptation of-the childrens' favor- duction scheduled at this time is
ite: Rumpelstiltskin.
· the Childrens Theatre Touring
Auditions for the popular Neil Show. This Spring Quarter, the
Simon comedy: The Odd Couple, production will be a jungle
will be held March 6 and 7 at 7 adaptation of the fairy . tale
p.m., in room 301 of Edison Hall. Rumpelstilts~!'_. This show, diThis student-directed play has a rected by Jim Hawkins, assistant
cast of 8 people and will be professor of _drama, will hold
produced the last week of April. auditions for singers, actors and
The other student-produced dancers on March 13 from 3 to 5
show will be The Man Who Came and 7 to 10 p.m. in McConnell

Placement
correction
In last week's CRIER article,
"Center Charges For Its Services", it was erroneously reported that the Career Planning and
Placement Center charged seniors
$10 for an additional five sets of
credentials. The amount snou1cr
have been reported as five dollars.
It should'be noted again to clear up
confusion that there is no charge
for the first 10 sets of credentials a
senior receives.

Auditorium.
Two tours are planned for
Rumpelstiltskin. A large tour
group of 20 people will be used for
the show given at Central on April
J.3, 14, 15, 16 in McConnell
Auditorium. "This company will
also tour to Yakima and Olympi~. ·
The company will then break down
into a smaller group of 9 which wilJ
have an extended five weeks tour
throughout the state. Shows will
be given at schools and community
theaters.

~
$1 Cover & Pitcher from
8~9:30

p.m. $2.50 Steak Dinners,
$3.00 with Baker

Ladies' Nil(ht
Vet's Niiht
Phone 925-3236

FM 91

FOR SALE
Singer Sewing Machineelectric portable with carry·
ing case-straight stitch only-foot pedal-$40. Call

·"We are the Chanipions ''

962-9409

NEEDS HOUSING
Young male, 26, is looking for low-rent housing.
Does not smoke or drink. Call
Richard at 925-4002.

Dan's Photo Plus
Your photographic headquarters

:.· ~-~·::"lro

That's -right!

!o

·spring coupon· books now
available-with values such as
color reprints from slide·s 4199~,
many others. Stock up on film
for spring~

Darkroom supplies
-Camera sale in progress-:.Hurry ..-. sale e.nds Saturday

We are the Champions of KCWS.

all, those who have listened and helped us

through, two ,big quarters this year, we thank you.

Weekly Schedule
SUNDAY
Stu & Dan
Christian Music
4-6 p.m.

MONDAY
Jeff ,Crow
Old Album
Review Show
4-5 p.m.

TUESDAY
Rob Lindman
New Album
Preview Show
7 p.m.
Chet Johnson
"Soul Show"
9-12 midnight

THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
Kevin Jones
Jona Ambrister
Haywood Hale Broun Playback '78
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
Michael J's
"Jazz Show"
9-12 midnight

'Listen for these special shows as well as new thin.gs
happe~in' on FM 91.
The Fantastic Record Giveaway
is ov~r and we'd like to thank everyone who participated.
Beware! There's something in the making at FM 91.
"We're your album station."

925-4606

420 N. Pine

3 p.m. to 12 mid.

7 days a week
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Sports
Earn first seed for districts

Jack Corey

Sports Bits
... .,,

In the only contest this year that counted for the top position in
this years' district race, Central took it to Eastern and claimed the
home court advantage for every playoff game.
Funny thing is that neither coach was there for that very
important contest. Even funnier is that neither team was there
either. Nor the trainers or managers or even the cheerleaders.
And the score was heads for us and tails for Eastern.
We won the flip of the coin.
Since both Eastern and Central tied for the conference
championship, a flip of the coin was to decide who will be Number
One and who will be only Number Two. The men who flipped the
coin were from the N.A.I.A. District 1 committee. There are three
of them, including one from Central. Because of his affiliation he
was not allowed to be involved in the flip.
' So, the representative from Whitworth flipped the coin and the
man from Pacific Lutheran called it. And he called it right.
So, because of this post-season "viCtory", the Wildcats will be
taking on Lewis-Clark State this Thursday at Nicholson Pavilion.
The winner of that game will take on the winner of the
Western-Simon Fraser contest being held the same night up in
Bellingham. And the winner of the second game will be the
representing team in our bracket for the championship game.
In the other bracket, Eastern will be entertaining Saint Martin's
while Alaska-Fairbanks will be taking on Pacific Lutheran ' in
Tacoma. The two winners in that bracket will meet and the winner
of that big game will take on the winner in Central's division.
Before I make a prediction, the Cats will be taking on a very
improved Lewis-Clark team. Aithough Lewis finished eighth out of
ten teams in our district, they are still a team that could provide
the upset of the year. The big man in the center, Kip Newell, was a
thorn in the Cats' paw in both games these two teams played this
year. At the Idaho confrontation, Newell dumped in 19 points and
hauled down innumerable rebounds to lead his team to a victory
over the Cats.
When they came to Ellensburg to play, he was the leading
scorer for his team with 22 points.
Both the teams have split their two games this year, each
winning on their own court. And because of the way the Wildcat
fans support their team, I'm sure the Wildcats will take it. In fact, I
think the Cats will take their bracket. Western will get by Simon
Fraser up there and then the Vikings have to come here for the
bracket chamoionship, and again, our fans are good enough for 10
points in just the wa:y- they cheer. If we beat L.C. State Thursday,
the game vs. the wmner of the Western-S.F. game will be at
Nicholson this Saturday.
In the other bracket, Eastern wii1 crush Saint Martin's and
P.L.U. will slip by Alaska.
~hat brings us to the Championship game; the game that will
decide who gets to go to Kansas City. Well, they beat us down
there, didn't they. And we beat them here, didn't we. And, if we're
still in the running, we're. going to be playing the BIG game here,
aren't we? Th-erefore, Central will be in Kansas City while Eastern
is in Cheney.
By the way, the last time the Cats lost in Nicholson Pavilion in a
basketball game was in the year 1976, in December. And the team
to have had the last honor was the Loggers of Puget Sound.
And I doubt this year's crew is going to have the streak end
while they're around.
.I remember last year when there was a playoff game at
Nicholson. When the opposing team was being introduced, a lot of
Central fans. stood up and pretended to be reading a newspaper.
Although this may not I;>e too sportsman-like, I think that any edge
over an opponent that is not harmful (such as throwing pennies)
or distasteful (like booing), can only be an advantage to our team'.
So, if you do get the urge to read before the game how about
taking this -copy of the CRIER and show the other t~am that our
newspaper is more interesting than the team's we're going to be
playing?

Heads -- Cats win
BY TONY LEITCH

The Wildcats assured themselves of at least a tie in the
Evergreen Conference by taking a
tough decision from Oregon Tech.
(71-70) Friday night, on the loser's
home court. David Berry put in
what proved to be the winning
point when he sank the front end
of a one-and-one free throw
situation with only eight seconds
remai!'ing in the contest.
The Wildcats' victory was their
14th in their last 16 outings. It also
evened-up the Cats' road record at
seven and ,seven. The Wildcats
also have a ten game win streak at
home this season.
The game was tied at 65 with
three minutes to go. Manual
Crump of the Wolves hit a free
throw to give his team the lead
66-65 with two and a half minutes
left. Thirty seconds later, Alphonso Roberts hit a tip-in to swing the
lead in the Wildcats' direction,
67-66. Oregon Tech. missed their
next attempt from the field and
Chris Olsen pulled down the
errant shot.
Tom Powers was fouled bringing the ball up and converted both
pressure free tosses. That gave
the Cats a three point lead with
just under a minute left to go. It
took a Carl Whitfield free throw
with 19 seconds left, to give the
Cats a two point lead and set up
Berry's final shot.
Both teams shot well from the
floor. Central hit on 28 of 56 shots
for a 50 percent mark, while the
Wolves outshot them 30 of 52 for
58 percent.
The free throw line proved to be
the Wolves' undoing, however, as
they could manage only 10 of 15
shots. The Cats on the other hand,
Converted an excellent 15 of 17 for
89 percent.
Carl Whitfield had another
excellent night for the Cats as he
hit for 27 points, 16 of those
coming in the first half. He hit
11 of 20 from the field and 5 of 5 the charity line in recording his
second highest total this season.
Greg Arlt had another of his
_ steady nights hitting for fourteen
points and pulling down a good
number of rebounds. Chris Olsen
led the Cats in that department
· with seven rebounds and Roberts
followed with six.
The Wildcats held a 39-34
halftime edge after outscoring the
Wolves 17-7 in the last eight
minutes of the half.

Cats within two with 19 seconds to ·
play in regulation .and then the
DISTRICT I TOURNAMENT Wildcats got a break. Southern
Oregon's Keith Massie missed an
SCHEDULE
attempted stuff as he collected the
tThursday'!l First-Round Games)
Ga.me 1 (at Ellensburg)- full court inbounds pass and Duane
Central Washington (17-7) vs. Hodges came down with the
important rebound. Carl Whitfield
Lewis-Clark State (13-14).
Game 2 (at Bellingham)- preceeded to pump .in a jumper
Western Washington (16-11) vs. from the top of the key with seven
seconds to play to know the score
Simon Fraser (15-10).
and
send it into overtime.
Game 3 (at Cheney)-Eastern
The extra period was close too,
Washington (18-7) vs. St. Martin's
as neither team could open .an
(10-18).
Game 4 (at Tacoma)-Pacific advantage. Greg Rance put the
Lutheran (19-6) vs. Alaska-Fair- Cats into the lead (75-74) with 46
seconds to play by hitting a
banks (18-8).
20-footer. Southern Oregon then
ran down the clock and Randy
Reed hit a 15-foot jumper with
only two seconds to play to give
S.O.C. the victory.
·
The Wildcats were hampered by
fouls throughout the contest as six
The Wildcats concluded their players ended up fouling out for
brief, but difficult, two-game road them (Powers, . Sheriff, Arlt,
trip against Southern Oregon. The Roberts, Ingram and Berry).
game was a close one as it went to S.O.C. took 14 more free tosses
overtime before it was decided; than the Cats, though they
but the Cats got stung, 76-75.
managed to hit only three more.
The loss dropped the Cats into a Central hit a good 23-29 while
first place tie with Eastern and the s.o.c. hit 26-43.
,
district champion was selected by
Carl Whitfield paced the Cats in
a coin flip. Central won the toss scoring, although he could manage
and the home court advantage only 6-29 (20.6 percent) from the
throughout the play-offs.
field. Al Roberts broke out of his
The Cats just couldn;t get scoring slump as he rallied 17 to
warmed up as they quickly match Whitfield's. R~berts hit 5-9
dropped behind 8-0 and 22- from the field which was in
8. The fact that they did have a contrast to the team's 26-80 (32
tough contest the night before percent(.
most likely had something to do
Central still managed to win the
with their cold shooting, but the 'battle of the boards' as they
Wildcats did come scraping back outrebounded S.O.C., 58-53. Chris
to climb into a 35-all tie at the Olsen pulled down 15 rebounds to
intermission.
go along with his nine points as he
Central really had to fight just had one of his better games.
to take it into the extra period as
The loss broke a string of five
with less than one minute to play straight victories by the Cats and
the Cats trailed 67-63. Two free was only their third in their last
throws by Al Roberts brought the 17.

Overtime loss
to S.O.C.

FINAL N.A.I.A. DISTRICT I

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
Eastern Washington
Pacific Lutheran
Western Washington
Simon Fraser
Alaska-Fairbanks
St. Martin's
Lewis-Clark State
Whitworth
Whitman

N.A.I.A.
Record
15-5
16-4
19-6
13-7
10-5
13-6
9-9
13-11
9-13
7-19

STANDINGS
Points
67
67
83
59
43
54
51
60
48
48

Avg.
3.350
3.350
3.320
2.950
2.867
2.842
2.833
2.500
2.182
1.847

We've
Moved
Come see us at our
new location across
from Sambas.
Fresh fl~wer arrangements,
weddings, baskets, potting
soil & supplies, houseplants.

Williams Florist
and Garden Center
925-3176

& Galaxy Room
Students get ac.quainted
with our com,plete b_reakfast
and dinner menu.
Serving the Ellensburg community
and college for . 37 years.

4 Blocks
W. of C~llege
'-'· C\ . Hwv . '0
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy . 97
Ellensbv~g

Res1c1urant 962-9977

Golaxy Room: 962-9908

I

•
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Ca f S make big splash at regionals
receive a plaque with their recora
engraved on it, Courtesy of
When the last diver had Buttons Jewelers of downtown
surfaced and the last sprinter's Ellensburg.
The ladies had finished near the
hand touched to finish her race,
the scores were tallied up to see top in every multiple meet this
just who the winner of the year and took it to every team
N.C.W.S.A. Regional Swimming· they ·faced in .t he dual meets
and Diving Championships was. A they've had this year.
"The meet that every coach
stir arose among the crowd
present when it was known that dreams about", is how Coach John
the school which fmished behind McConnochie saw the regional
tough U .0. and host team meet in Seattle·. "The meet was an
University of Washington were extremely pleasant one for me as
the Cats out of Ellensburg. coach," McConnochie continues,
Because the standing proved the "because these women worked so
C.W.U. is this year's top small hard for six months and got their
college women's swim team in the rewards at the end."
The rewards that the coach
Northwest, swimming women are
this week's winner of the weekly mentioned were plentiful. There
were 20 school recor<;ls broken and
"Wildcat of the Week" award.
For winning the . award: the 50 pers6nal best times recorded.
Women's Swimming Team will In the meet, eight women qualified

BY JACK COREY

Six -grapplers
compete
in · N.A.l.A. nationals
'

BY _GREG KULCZYK

Central's 11 points came on a
forfeit at 118, Joe Sanford's
. As this is being read, six central
ten-ten draw at 150 against a
. wrestlers are competing at the
wrestler who · had beaten him
N.A.I.A. WrestUng Championearlier this year, was second in
ships. Over 400 Wrestlers have
Pac-8
last year and is expected to
gathered at White Water, Wisconwin the Pac-8 this year and Tony
sin to determine the best N.A.I.A.
wrestlers. Dave Mitchell (134), Ledbetter's 5-1 win at 167.
Most of the other matches were
Art Green (142), Joe Sanford .
close~ which pleased Beardsley.
(150}, Bill Linthicum (158), Pat
Kelly (167) and Kurt Bledsoe (190), "The team looked · real good
against Oregon, said the coach,
are contending for individual and
team championships. Central won "They've (Oregon) beaten a lot of
good schools."
the team title in 1971 and 1974.
Art Green was narrowly beaten
Thes~ ·she have .an excellent
(3-1)
at 142, Bill Linthicum lost 2-1
cha~ce t~ place high in th:C
st:;indings and if all wrestlers (losing by total riding time) at 158
perform to their potential, Coach and Kurt Bledsoe was edged 5-3 at
Erie Beardsley sees no reason they 177. All three .i:natches .could haye
can't finish in the top two or three. gone either way and Linthicum
We're hoping for the top five," and Bledsoe were tied late in their
matches.
predicts the coach, "But if they
With luck and skill, by this time
(wrestlers) excell, we could chalCentral'
s great wrestlers are well
leng~ for first place."
on their way to individual and
Beardsley thinks all his men
team championships.
have a chance to follow in the
footsteps of Kit Shaw ·and
IN YOUR CAREER PLANNING
Thurman Landers, former Central
have you considered
National Champions.
In the last dual match of the
season, Saturday, the University
of Oregon defeated Central 35-11.
Central gave up 18 points in
forfeits due to illness at 134
pounds, surgery (Mike Wilson who
was expected to place high at
the next civilization 1
Write today for booklet "The Challenge ,
Nationals-he hasn't lost to an
of Lahloe." Send name and address to:
N.A.I.A. wrestler all year-reink. gordon fowler, suite §69, 6220 ackel
jured his knee and was operated
street, metairie, louisiana 70003
on Monday) at unlimited and lack Enclose a dollar to cover costs (it is conditionally recoverable .
of a wrestler at 190.

for nationals in 21 different events.
Along with those, there was also
four relay teams which qualified.
One of the goals the team set
was to beat their long-time rival,
Pacific Lutheran University, who
had beaten the Cats by only a
dog-paddle in last year's regional
meet....,.13 points. After the scores
were computed, Central had easily
avenged that loss by drowning the
Lutes by 97 points this time
around.
Final scoring for the regional
meet were as follows:

Those that qualified for Nation-- Smith (200 Fly, 400 I.M.), Denise
als were:
Jackie Harshbarger Long (200 Free) and Nadia
(500, 1650 Freestyles & 200, 400 Johnson (1 meter diving and 3
Intermediate Medleys and 200 meter diving). The four relays
Flystroke), Ann Trezise (200, 500 that qualified are the 200 and 400
and 1650 Free), Phyllis White (50, Medley Relays and the 400 and 800
200 back~troke, 100 I.M.). Wanda Freestyle Relays.

Spring...

1. u.w .... 1228 1/z
2. u.o.... 1133
3. c.w.u.... 660
4. P.L.U .... 563
5. Simon Fraser ... 544 •
6. o.s.u.... 398 1/z
7.

w.s.u.... 327

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

U. of Idaho .;. 259
U.P.S .... 259
Whitman ... 183
P.S.U . .... 111
E.W.U .... 76
U. of Montana ... 32

has sprung at.

The team that accomplished this
feat at Regionals consisted of
Robin Anderson, Kathy Burns,
Christie Busk, Jackie Harshbarger, Claudia Kelly, Denise
Long, Janice McCormick, Jill
Perrine, Nancy Popp, Nadia
Johnson, Leanne Roberts, Wanda
Smith, Phoebe Terhaar, Carol
Thompson, Ann Trezise, Karen
White, Phyllis White, along with
assistant coach Patty Webb and
manager Chris Watt.
•

• •

The In Seam
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PROFESSIONAL PROBLEM
SOLVERS FROM
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

.

Three separately addressable memories: Tl's unique Algebraic
Operating System handles simple arithmetic to complex scientific problems. AC Adapter I Charger included. Suggested

.

Retail •59.95.

Texas Instruments
Pro9rommab~57

$49.95

Tl's Algebraic Operating System allows you to move into programming with easy-to-understand procedures; key the
problem as you would state it. Program memory stores up
to 1 50 keystrokes. Suggested retail 1 79.95.

l.J ,, ........... ,...

I

.

$67.77

..

Texas Instruments

~ Pro9rommobl~59

,

.

~Up to 960 program steps, up to 1 OD memories. Over 175
functions and operations in scientific. engineering and
statistical fields with plug-in Solid-State Software modules.

Can be used with PC-1 ODA printer. Suggested
retail •299.95.

=

=

Goose-down iackets & vests
for men and women

=

~,ou$::::vancedA;::;;: ;;:ctronics~ Center
.

Mills Saddle'n Togs
. 4th & Main

962-2312

06
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Team leader can t chOnge style
BY KAY CORY
Point guard Tom Powers, on the
Wildcat basketball team, thought
he could change around this year,
but his role as the leader on the
court "has been implanted in me,
so I can't", said Powers.
Since tr~nsferrin~_ to Central

last year, Powers has been a real
asset to the team. He is the .
playmaker. His job is to make sure
tne best scorers get the team on
the scoreboard.
Powers' first real chance as a
point guard in his basketball
career came at Butte Community
College in California. Powers said,

hard. I said woah! I don't think this
"When I got to junior college, I played togeth~r in junior college.
teamed up with Rocky Smith, who They played against each other in ·place is for me."
Unlike Carl Whitfield, Tom
went on to be art all Pac-8 player; high school. Carl for Oroville and
Paul Henderson, who plays for Tom for Chico. Powers said,
Powers had heard of Central and
U.S.C. AND Carl Whitfield, "Every year the two teams played ·' had even seen them play. Powers
Central's leading scorer. My job in a championship game. Carl · said, "Central came down to the
Chico State Tournament in my
as point guard was to make sure played with Rock Smith. "I would
they all scored in double· figures." always guard Carl my senior home town of Chico for quite a few
years. l attended it every year.
After saying that, Powers year."
Powers further explained, "Carl And so I saw Central play, but I
remembered a certain incident
that happened at Butte. He and I were pretty good friends. never dreamed I would ever end
explained, "Once in a junior When I went home last year after up here. I remember a few of the
college game, I hit our first three nationals in Kansas City, I played Central Players like Rich Hansen
shots and went into the half with in an alumni game at Butte. Coach and Dave Allen."
"Coach Nicholson got to know a
six out of eight. Henderson and Nicholson called me up because he
few of the local businessmen in
Whitfield were having a pretty heard that Paul Henderson was
bad night. When we all went in back in--Chico from U.S.C. and Chico. A lot of them always
wanted someone from Chico to
the locker room at the half, the didn't want to return to U.S.C., so
coach started yelling at me for the coach asked me to try to get play 'ball for Central', but nobody
scorini. He said it wasn't my role Paul tO come up here. I told · ever wanted to. That's mostly
to shoot, it was to make sure Nicholson that I would check it out because of financial problems. A
Whitfield and Henderson scored and a<!,ded that I could probably lot of people encouraged me to and
high. I didn't shoot the rest of the persuade Paul more than I cou~d at first I didn't want to come. I had
game. It was probably the last '"Carl, because Carl kind of does thought of going to San Diego
time I shot more than nine times in what he wants. I told the coach I State but the school didn't hav_e a
might be able to get Carl but he P.E. major. I was kind of in a bind
a game."
said he really wanted Henderson. if I wanted to go where I could get
At Central, PO\yers said he gets Finally Nicholson told me to try to a scholarship.
"I could have gone to Chico
a lot of criticism because he get both. I talked to both Carl and
doesn't shoot much. He added, "a Paul and Paul ended up going back State, but I didn't want to stay in
Chico. I was encouraged even
lot of people don't understand the to U.S.C."
It proved to be for the best. more. I finally decided to try
role I play, and not too many
players will take the role· as I do. Whitfield just barely got to Central and give it a shot for two
"I'm the only one on the team that Central to be eligible for Wild- years. I sure didn't kriow what to
cat action this season. Powers expect when I got here. But everywill do that."
Powers is a senior this year so called Carl and convinced him to thing has been just fine, except for
losing him will oe unfortunate for come to 'Central. Powers went on the weather."
Powers was asked what bis
Central next year. Powers said he to say, "Carl flew up here with one
knows a player at Butte Com- suitcase. ·The day he arrived the most memorable game at Cental ·
munity who plays in the same weather was nice and he said has been. He answered, saying, "It
mold as Powers and that this maybe it isn't so bad. The next day came in the National Tournament
player might come to Central next was cold and windy. Carl had last' year in Kansas City, when
year. Powers ,is one step ahead. trouble adjusting but I think he Central defeated undefeated NewThis proves he must be a leader off Iikes it here now. Carl had never . bury. Dave Oliver, Les Wyatt, and
even heard of Central."
Steve Johansen fouled out and left
the court as well as on.
Most people don't know that
Tom _P owers had a different ine guarding a 6' 10" player. It
Tom Powers is responsible for
impression when he arrived in came down to the wire and we
Carl Whitfield being at Central.
Elletisburg. He said, "I flew up won. That was probably my most
As mentioned earlier in this. here the end of July '76. Looked it exciting game, plus being at
article, Powers and Whitfield over, the wind was blowing pre~ty Nationals was exciting for me too."
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STROKE.STROKE-Kathy Burns pulls herself through the water in the Individual medley.
The women's team finished third in the N.C.W.S.A. Regional Swimming and Diving Meet.
. They were the top small college, finishing third overall behind the University of
Washington and the University of Oregon. Six of the women qualified for Nationals.

HIGH SCORER-Carl Whltfleld Is leading the Conference in scoring
with a 19.2 average. His teammates helped to put it together to tie
Eastern for first place. Central has the home court advantage for
the district championship. The Cats are undefeated at home since
December 1976.

NOW WHAT?_:_John Pederson, of Central, and Craig Delahunt, of the University of British
Columbia, eye each other for an opening. Central's wrestling squad sent six matmen to
Nationals and . finished third In the league behind Eastern and the Unlvenlty of
Washington.

Central is well-known for their athletic programs
and one is hard-pressed to find a college· with the
excellence of the Wildcats.

This winter the various

athletic programs have continued to excell in their
respective sports.

I WANT IT-Cheryl Mercier and laVelle Boyer of Eastern Oregon
battle it out for a rebound. Central's ·women'-s basketball team
clinched the league February 10th by defeating Eastern, 68-66.
The win gave them a berth in the Northwest Women's Small
Corlege Tournament to ~be held in Spokane this March.

If their excellence continues into

Spring Quarter, then. Central Washington University has
a good cha1:1ce of retaining their Conference all-sports
trophy that they have captured for the last eleven years.
Photos By
George May
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1978-79 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

ELLENSBURG
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP

Although the deadline has March 5 ... Prof. Kathleen
passed, applications for finan~ial Adams-"Carib Indian Views of
aid for 1978-79 are still available in Life and Death."
the Office of Financial Counseling March 12 ... Mr. Gerald Prioriand Financial Aid, Barge Hall, "The Conversion of the Aztecs to
room 209. Late applicants will Christianity."
depend solely on availability of March 19 ... Mr. Norman Bestfunds after awards have been "Problems of Democracy in the
made to "on time" applicants.
-Labor Movement."
OFF-CAMPUS FINANCIAL AID
The Fellowship views itself as a
humanistic approach to religion
Students receiving financial aid and culture. Programs are held
Spring Quarter who will be
each Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Small
~ff-campus must make arrangeChapel of the United Methodist
ments with the Financial Aid
Church, on the corner of 3rd and
Office, Barge Hall, room 209, by
-Ruby. For additional information
March 10th and must provide contact H. Wolfsehr, treasurer, at
verification of the off-campus 925-9026.
program and an off-campus addr.e ss where checks are to be sent.
SOCIOLOGY SOCIETY

SUMMER €0LLEGE WORK
STUDY EMPLOYMENT
Those students interested in
being placed on a college workstudy job (part-time or full-time)
for ,the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge Hall, room 101, between
March 13 and April 21. An
information sheet will be available
explaining eligibility, process for
applying, etc.
MARCH GRADSMAILING LIST
March graduates who have
a]ready registered with the
-Placement Center, and will be
leaving Ellensburg, should come in
and fill out mailing cards if they
wish to be notified of positions.
Incidentally, if you have a
positio~, please let us know the
details, so we can keep our records
current.
BARTOBEERBARREL
BONANZA
WHEN: March 4 at 2:30 in the
afternoon.
WHERE:
Barto's
Lawn. WHY: For the fun of it.
1st PLACE: Keep the keg and tap
or turn it in for cash. 2nd PLACE:
Keep the kitty. 3rd PLACE: 4x4
poste.r of yourself. This competition is open for the whole campus.
It will cost you 25 cents for the
entry fee. Pay your money at the
competition.
SCHOOL DISTRICTS CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
The following schools will
interview at the Placement Center. The sign-up schedules will be
posted one week, to the day,
before the arrival of the interviewers on campus. ·
March 3 ... Federal Way School
District-Special Education, Music, Secondary and ElementaryAll subjects and grade levels.
March 7 ... Hillsboro High School
District-Special Education Majors Only.
March 10 .. . Anchorage, Alaska
School District-Special Education, Minority Elementary and
Secondary levels, Minority Administrative, Speech and Language
Specialists, School Psychologist,
Physical and Occupational Thera_pists.
March 14-16 ... Portland Public
Schools-Math, Science, Industrial
Education, Business Education,
Elementary P.E. (K-5), & MidSchool P.E. (6-8) Majors Only.
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SEASON{

The Society meets today (Thursday) in the Instructional B'uilding,
room 401, following the Sociology
Colloquium, which starts at 3 p.m.

EDUCATION STUDENTS
Applications for Option B;
Pre-Autumn (Ed. 300); Option C
Entry Phase and Student Teaching for Fall "78", Winter "79" and
Spring "79" will be available in
Black Hall, Office of Education. AH
applications are now available.
Due dates for applications are as
follows:
Pre-Autumn & Option "~"
March 31.
Fall, Winter, Spring Student
Teaching-March 31.
Fall Option "C"-April 14.
Winter Option "C"-October 13.
Spring Option "C"-January 12.

TIAA/CREF
REPRESENTATIVE
A representative from TIAA/
CREF's New York office will be on
campus Wednesday, March 1st.
The representative, Mr. Ed
Jensen, is a specialist in TIAA/
CREF's tax-deferred retirement
programs.
Present TIAA/CREF participants who have questions about
their tax-deferred annuities and
Central employees who are considering participation in a tax-sheltered retirement plan are encouraged to visit with Mr. Jensen
between 2 and 3: 15 p.m. in the
S. U.B., rooms 204/205.

SPRiNG QUARTER
STUDENT TEACHING
There will be a meeting for all
Spring Quarter Student Teachers
on March 8. The meeting will be
held in the S.U.B. Theatre from 4-6
p.m. It is essential that ycu
attend!
Placements for Spring 'Q uarter
will be posted on March 3. If your
placement is not on the board, it
will be posted as soon as it is
received.
P.E. FOR HANDICAPPED
A one credit P.E. class for
handicapped studenfs will be
offered Spring Quarter. Interested persons should contact John
Christman: 963-3257,. after 3 p.m.

SPRING QUARTER
OPTION "C" STUDENTS

SUMMER N.D.S.L. LOAN

There will be a meeting for allSpring Quarter Option "C" students on March 9. the meeting will
be held in Black Hall, room 102
from 4-6 p.m. It is essential that
you ATTEND! ·
Placements for Spring Quarter
will be posted on March 3. If your
placement is not _Qn the board, it
will be posted as soon as it is
received.

Aoplications for Summer Quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March 13 to
April 23, in the Office of Financial
Counseling and Financial Aid,
Barge Hall, room 209. To qualify
for a loan, . applicants must have
been enrolled Spring Quarter at
Central. The deadline for submission of aid applications to the
Office of Financial Aid is April 28.

ARTS/SCIENCE
CANDIDATES
The following firms will have ·
representatives at the Placement
Center to interview interested
~andidates. Sign-up schedules are
posted one week, to the day,
Food fights were a common
before the arrival of the interview- occurrence last year, but the Food
ers on campus.
Advisory Committee meetings
are creating changes in the dining
March 9 ... Mike's Rental Machin- hall food. Wendell Hill, director of
ery-Eltensburg, Management auxiliary services., Glenn Pennell,
Trainees. BSAD ./ECON .-Mar- director of food services; the
supervisors and co-managers of
keting Majors Only.
Holmes and Commons; along with
April 5 ... Pacific National the student representatives, are
Bank--:Seattle, Management re~ponsible for the changes.
Trainees. BSAD./ECON.-BanAlthough the representatives
king & Finance Majors Only.
give positive and negative feedback a_b out the dining hall food,
April 6 ... B.C.S. (Boeing ·compu- samples of new food are tasted at
ter Services)-Richland, Program- the meetings and criticism is
mers-Business & Scientific Appli- encouraged. "About 50 percent of
cations.- ACCT., BSAD., ECON., the comments are negative and 50
MATH & PHYSICS.
percent are positive," remarked
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION Charlene Bingham. "A lot of foods
have been added and a lot have
& JOB NOTIFICATION
been _ taken out," according to
Seniors who are graduating in Teresa Brown. Charlene Bingham
March, or who will be doing field and Teresa Brown are representastudies, internships; student tives from Sue Lombard Hall.
Some major changes in the food
teaching, etc., during Spring
Quarter, should set up their has been accomplished through
placement files before leaving the food meetings since last year.
campus. Registration papers may One of the major changes which
be picked up at Barge Hall, room h·elped · cut down on food waste
was the offering of seconds on a la
105.

Food committee
makes dining changes
carte. Last year a la carte was
offered once and the students had
to take as much as they thought
they were going to eat. Another
change is that this year coffee is
available on a full-time basis at
Commons. Also, last year a
student made a recommendation
to the food committee for low cal
dressing, which has now been
available in Holmes and Commons
since theJI.
Although most of the comments
and criticism is reasonable, last
year a vegetarian who (unfortunately) ate meat in his salad,
proposed to change all of the meals
to vegetarian.
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LIVE
"One of the most popular and influential
musicians of the last two decades."

rt

With . opening act,

Dan Hill
One night only, April 9, 1978
8 p.m. 'in Nicholson Pavilion.
Tickets on sale next week at the S.U.B. Jnfo Booth . .
Get your tickets early to insure seating and
savings at this rare concert event.
Student advance ... $5.50

General advance ... $6.00

Student-at-the-door ... $6.50

.General-at-the-door -... $7.00

